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THE KENNA RECORD.
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KENNA, CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 10, 1913.

A FIGHTING DOCTOR
How One Young Physician Literally Fought His Way Into

Fame and Practice.
BY JOHN PHILIP ORTH.

When a medical student taai received his diploma and is turned
adrift to succeed or fall it is the crisis
of his life. Not one In ten can figure
out how he is going to support himself
until he can get a foothold. When he
has selected his town and his office
and his home he must wait for patients, and weeks and months may go
by before his prescriptions begin to be
handed in to the drug store.
When Dr. Charles Chisholm made
his advent at Lansing he found seven
M. D.'s for a population of 3,600. That
was 500 each. In the course o fa year,
as doctors figure, ten people out of
every 600 will need the service of a
physician. That Is the average, outside of epidemics. Taking the doctors'
figures again, the charge to the ten patients will not average over $16 each.
That means an income of $150 per
year, and an outgo of $600. Out of
seven doctors in a town with the population given, two will make a fair Income. The other flye will simply hang
,on and wish they had learned the carpenter's trade. ,
Doctor Chlshpim had this all figured
out, and yet he decided to take
chances and hope for luck. Another
man might have been kept waiting for
months. He was taking his first drive
Into the country to get the lay t the
land, when luck came galloping up.
Miss Nellie Mayfleld, daughter of the
owner of the big shoe factory, waa taking a walk In the suburbs with her
little dog at her heels when she suddenly found herself face .to face 'with
an
vagabond. It was her
screams as he laid hands on her purse
that reached the young doctor's ear
from around a bend In the road and
caused him to apply the whip to bis
somewhat lethargic horse.
The shindy did not last more than
two minutes. The doctor leaped from
his buggy and knocked the fellow
down, but that wasn't the finish. When
the vagabond scrambled up he drew
knife and made a slash that
scratched the doctors' shoulder Down
he went again, and this time he got
the full dose. His knife was left behind, and h had seven different limps
as he disappeared Into the bushes.
When the victor turned to the girl
she was a quarter of a mile down the
road and still running.' Young Chisholm drove home without a word to
anyone of the affair, but within a day
he was being congratulated.
Among those who called was Mr.
Ma'yfleld. He was a man of few words.
"They say he had a knife and used
It," he said as he held out his hand.
"It was only a scratch," was the
reply.
"Have you aet up here as a doc-
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evil-face- d

tor?"

"Yes."
"Think you can make a go of It?"
"I shall try hard."
"Good!"
There were three bullies In Lansing.
Jake Wolf, the driver of a brewery
wagon, was a bully because he loved
to fight. A week after the doctor's adventure, and right In front of his office, Jake's wagon collided with the vehicle of Mr. Davis, the banker, and
tore off a wheel. It was Jake's bad
driving that caused the accident, but
he Jumped down for a scrap.
"Quit that!" commanded the doctor
as he stood In his door.
"If you want to mix In come along!"
Doctor Chisholm threw off his coal
and stepped out. His waa a strong
prescription. In five minutes he had
the bully licked for the first time la
bis life.
"You are the new doctor V queried
the banker as they shook hands.
"Yes."
"How are you making outf"
"I've licked two men so fart"

;.

v

Resting Places for Birds.
When birds are flying from one land
to another, following the warm weather, they very often cross the water or
fly over the sea near the land. They
see the lighthouses and when It Is
dark and windy they often dash themselves against the glass of the light,
thinklDt to find shelter there.
A new plan Is being tried to some
places of preparing a resting place
for the birds at the lighthouses. Ladders are being built against the light
bticg clot together
lower, tha

tin

"Then you 11 get along. Any time
you want a hundred dollars on your
note come and see me."
It went all over town that the new
doctor had given Jake Wolf his dose,
and there were more compliments, tfr.
Mayfleld stepped within the door of
the office to nod and say:
"Keep right on! You are doing
well!"
"Thanks."
Jack Brown, the stone mason, had
the habit of going on a spree every
he,
two weeks.. When about
would start In to make Rome howl. It
came his day, and as he passed the
doctor's office he entered to wreck
things. The only thing wrecked was
the stone mason. He got such a
thumping that the Temperance union
had to let him sign the pledge In
three places before he was satisfied. A
score of men dropped In to shake
hands with Doctor Chisholm, and Mr
Mayfleld met him at the post office
and linked arms with him and said:
"Come along to dinner with me. I
like a fighter."
"But I am no man to pick a quarrel," was the reply.
"No? You just happen to be on the
spot when the row starts. Well, come
along and hear what Miss Nellie has
to say about it. I think most girls like
a strong-armeman."
and a
There were Introductions
pleasant evening, and while Doctor
Chisholm was enjoying himself he
was being discussed by two doctors
seated in the office of one of them.
"He must surely starve out," remarked one.
"He can make no headway here,"
was the reply.
"But Is he a prize fighter or a dochalf-drun- k

d
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"I don't know."
"This community won't stand for
his tactics."
"Bound to go under."
"I have cut him dead thus far."
"We can't recognize him."
There was one more bully, and be
was a bad tempered man Jim Eccles.
He was
drunk or sober.
When he heard how Doctor Chisholm
had served the others he growled:
"Come to run the town has he T Well)
you wait a bit!"
"What are you going to dot" was
asked.
"Bounce him out of Lansing!"
Again the doctor sat In his office
reading a medical work when he had
a caller. It was Jim Eccles. He was
sober and he had a Job before him.
"Skate!" he said as he pointed to
the street.
"Why?" was quietly asked.
"Because I tell you to!"
"You ara Jim Eccles, the bad man?"
"Bad all the way through, and I
don't generally hold my temper as
long as this."
"Your blood Is out of order Mr. Eccles, and I'll give you a prescription
for it!"
The scrap took place out of doors,
and the audience said it was Just the
neatest little affair the town of Lansing had ever been treated to. When
It was over the doctor had a black eye
and Mr. Jim Eccles said he was gofng
to California to take on an earthquake or some other easy mark.
Three of the doctors in Ibe town witnessed the affair, and as they walked
away they were agresd that It was the
finish of the new comer. Doctor Chis
holm was bathing his eye when Mr.
Mayfleld entered the office to say:
"So you got around to Eccles, ehT
Come to dinner with me."
"Can't See this black eye?"
"AH the better. MIbs Nellie has always wanted to see one close at hand.
not In
No cause for embarrassment
the least."
And the doctor went, and things
were made very nice for him. As he
left the house it waa Miss Nellie who
said:
"Father thinks you will succeed."
"Oh, I've got to," he laughed.
At the door of his office a woman
waited to ask:
"Are you the fighting doctor?"
"WelKJ've had a few scraps."
"Then come and see my sick child."
The next morning It was a woman
--

at the top and wider below, to allow
the larger birds to rest on them.
Widow and the Tombstone.
Judge Parry, In bis book of Reminiscences, tells of a widow who wished
to draw out money to erect a tombstone to her late husband.
"I remember one widow who grieved
very much that I could not allow her
a considerable sum for a 'stone.' I
told her wt would discuss it again In
about twelve months. When she returned alter th.U period. I bapptusd to

with an ailing husband, and there were
six calls before night In each and
every case the caller made sure that
he or she was addressing the fighting
doctor.
And next day what happened but
that the banker's wife got a chicken
bone in ber throat and Miss Nellie
Mayfleld had a sudden pain In her side
and wanted medical attendance.
"Go ahead and treat us all for anything you wish!" laughed Mr. May-fieland the fighting doctor knew
that bis practice was an assured
thing.
"Did you ever!" exclaimed the doctors to each other.
They never did. When they woke
up they found a new doctor at the
head of the procession and the town
predicting a
for Mr. Mayfleld.
Tor once the gossips hit it
right, ft was the fighting doctor that
tt Vs many patients long enough
one, day to get married and It was
Mrs. Nellie Chisholm who aald:
"Never mind the bridal tour until
we. are worth a million dollars and can
hire special trains."
son-in-la-

(Copyright,

THOMAS

1911.
by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Great 8cotch Philosopher Indulged In
Some 8evere Strictures as to Its
Effect and Necessity.

COMFORT
MODERN

IN

TO

KITCHEN

INNOVATIONS

DO AWAY

WITH MUCH LABOR.
g
Appliances Have Been
Introduced and Become General
Flreless Cook 8tove Proves
Genuine Boon.

Time-Savin-

.Nowadays the men who make
things have turned their attention to
providing the home, and especially
the kitchen, with as efficient labor and
time saving appliances and tools as
an
factory can boast The
modern kitchen can be a thing of
beauty and a Joy- even to the woman
who works In It so great have been
the Improvements made.
Take, for Instance, the evolution of
the flreless cook stove, a miracle working contrivance which banishes heat,
steam, smells and standing over the
stove watching the slow, tedious cooking process.
Lined with seamless aluminum, rustproof, tarnish proof and durable utensils to use with it, and a cunningly
contrived steam valve attachment
which allows the roasting of meats
and fowls, the baking of bread and
pies, as well as boiling and stewing.
It is Indeed a wonderful convenience.
All that Is necessary is to heat the
soapstone radiators either on a gas
or electric stove. Then the food,
meats, vegetables, or whatever Is to
be cooked cooks Just as it is, and
it is forgotten until the clock says it
should be done.
It probably Isn't known that every
branch and variety of the cooking art
can be successfully employed with the
flreless cook stove.
The earlier models of these cook-er- a
showed a very cumbersome box
that took up a lot of space In a small
kitchen, but they have now been reduced to occupy waste space, and
some of the later designs Show them
swinging on hinges under the kitchen
table, where they may be pushed out
of sight ffhd out of the way while the
rest of the meal Is being prepared.
Another Innovation for kitchen efficiency is a porcelain table with rounded corners and edges, which Is seamless, unbreakable and unchippable,
and at once becomes a molding board
for pie baking or a meat board or
bread board for cooking and slicing.
This Is far superior to the old wooden table tops which became the "catchall" for grease and other substances,
owing to the sur'ace being scored
from knife blades while preparing
meals.
The best thing of all about a kitchen
table of this kind Is that It can be
kept spotlessly clean really hygienic-allclean by wiping off with a hot
wet cloth.
-

y
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SERVED

TOGETHER

Dishes That Harmonize and Put Least
Possible Strain on the Digestive Organs.

What, speaking in quite unofficial
language, is the net purport and upshot of war? There dwell and toll
In the British village of Drumrudge
usually some 600 souls. From these
there are successively selected, during
the French war, say thirty
men; Dumrudge, at her own expense,
baa suckled and nursed them; she
has, not without difficulty and sorrow,
fed them up to manhood and even
trained them to crafts, so that one can
weave, another build, another hammer, and the weakest can stand under
thirty atone avoirdupois. Nevertheless, amid much weeping and swearing, they are selected, all dressed In
red, and shipped away at the public
charge some two thousand miles, or
say only to the south of Spain, and
fed there till wanted. And now to
that same spot are some thirty similar French artisans, from a French
Drumrudge, In like manner wending;
till at length, after Infinite effort, the
two parties come Into actual Juxtaposition; and Thirty stands facing Thirty, each with a gun in his hands.
Straightway the word "Fire!" Is given; and they blow the souls out of
one another; and in place of sixty
brisk, useful craftsmen the world has
sixty carcasses, which it must bury
and anew shed tears for. Had these
men any quarrel? Busy as the devil
Is, not the smallest!
They lived far
enough apart; were the entirest
strangers; nay, In so wide a universe,
there was even, unconsciously, by
commerce, some mutual helpfulness
between them. How then? SimpleSquash Pie Without Eggs.
ton! their governors bad fallen out;
Use dry squash (the hubbard or
and, instead of shooting oue another, others of same quality). Cut in suithad the cunning to make those poor able pieces and cook In a steamer
blockheads shoot! Thomas Carlyle.
only Just long enough to soften so
It can be pressed through a sieve. Too
long cooking will make It watery and
Womanly Reason.
The families of two neighboring spoil It for a pie. Now heat milk to
limit poker the boiling point only and turn Immeflats were playing
together. After the busting of a pot diately on the strained squash using
the opener drew one card and the Just enough to make a thick mixture
mistress of the flat where the game much thicker than when eggs are
was played also drew one. She held used. Add salt and sugar to taste; flato start with the deuce, trey, four and vor with ginger or pure extract of lemfive of diamonds, and acquired the on Is good for a change.
In deep
six of the same suit
plates this pie will take an hour for
The opener bet a dime and the baking. Remove from oven when it
woman merely called. When the cards ceases to bubble in center.
Oven
were spread her husband went up la should be quite hot.
the air.
"Why didn't you raise with that
8tock Pot Handy.
didn't you
hand?" he exclaimed;
The stock pot is the mainspring of
was
It?"
worth
know it
kitchen. In It should
a
"Yes," answered the wife, "but I be collected bones, poultry, carcasses,
didn't want to break a quarter."
trimmings and vegetables, for any
scrap is welcome. A piece of shin
Georgia Syntax.
beef may sometimes be added for exOn account of not being able to get tra strength.
There will be no lack
power and the copy for grand Jury of soup, gravy and sauces If this Is
presentments was also late In reach kept constantly going; it is the founIng us, Is the cause of us getting the dation for them all.
paper out late this week.
Italian Celery Soup.
Melt two rounding tablspoons cf
remember her trouble, and said:
saucepan; add a small on, you have butter In a
1 do hope, Mrs. X
of celery cut
thought over all I said to you last time ion sliced and
Cook together until begtnnlng
fine.
about the tombstone.'
'
i yellow, cover with water and
"She looked down on the ground, to
cook the celery until soft. Press
and I feared we were going to have through
a sieve and add two cups of
tears.
Beat the ydsKs of two eggs
" 'I think there are so many better cream.
with a tablespoontul of milk; add
ways of showing respect,' I ventured.
to the soup, carefully keeping It under
began,
she
sir,'
falterlngly;
"'Yes,
the boiling point Serve the soup with
'so do I, sir.'
croutons and grata a little Parmesan
" 'I'm very glad.' I said, heartily.
cheese over ths top the very last thin j
" 'So am I,' she said, blushing. Tea Mora isrrlng.
" .
its, I'm oin to ba mwrisd si
able-bodie- d

BE

NO. 47.

preRoast Deef. With potatoes
pared In all the different ways, baked
or browned sweet potatoes, asparagus,
sprouts,
squash, spinach, Brussels
string beans, cauliflower, or lima
beans.
Filet of Beef. With potatoes, stuffed tomatoes, or stuffed peppers, asparagus or artichokes.
Lyonnalse potatoes,
Beefsteak.
baked, French fried potatoes, fried poasparagus,
tatoes, fried tomatoes,
spinach or squash.
Corned Beef. Boiled potatoes, cabbage, beets, turnips, carrots, beet or
tomato salad.
Roast Mutton and Lamb. Green
peas, string beans, cauliflower, spinach, green corn, potatoes, Brussels
sprouts, lima beans.
Boiled
Mutton. Boiled potatoes,
cauliflower, .cabbage, white turnips,
string beans.
Lamb and Mutton Chops. French
fried or baked potatoes, egg plant,
green corn, creamed corn, stewed and
boiled or fried tomatoes.
French
peas.
potatoes,
Veal. Mashed
Roast
creamed spinach, cauliflower au gratln,
French peas, Brussels sprouts, or asparagus.
Veal Cutlets. Creamed, mashed,
baked or plain potatoes, wax beans,
asparagus, or spinach.
Roast
potatoes,
Pork. Mashed
mashed turnips, apple sauce, creamed corn or beans, red cabbage.
Roast Turkey and Chicken. Mashed potatoes, creamed onion, creamed
corn, mashed
cranberry
turnips,
sauce, Brussels sprouts.
Ducks and Geese. Plain or mashej
potatoes, browned sweet potatoes,
creamed onions, creamed corn .apple
sauce, or baked apples. Home Progress Magazine.

f In thenar
making "thickening" for
When
sauces, gravies, etc., use half flour
and half cornstarch.
When chopping mint for sauce, it
the sugar that Is to sweeten it is added It will be found to chop In half the
time.
A tableapoonfu! of washing soda and
a cup of vinegar poured down the sink
will clean out the most stubborn
clogged pipes.
It is said that a small piece of sugar,
added to the water In which cut flowers are placed, will keep the water
fresh and sweet
A cheap and durable toaster for a
gas stove Is a piece of sheet Iron.
t
Over this a
wire toaster can
be used without danger of burning
or blackening the bread.
A white plume can be cleaned successfully by dipping It In raw, cold
starch, slightly blued, then let dry
and shake off the powdered starch. If
not clean repeat.
For removing old paint, make a
lye with oue ran of potash and half a
gallon of water, apply with an old
paint brush and do not touch with
the hands, as It will burn. Wash off
and dry well.
When nails are knocked Into hard
To prevent
wood they often bend.
this dip each nail In a little sweet oil,
or any kind of oil before driving Into
the wood, ar they will not bend.
five-cen-

Quince Sirup.
Boil together two cupfuls of water
and five cupfuls of granulated sugai
for Ave minutes. Then addj the Juice
of one sour orange and two grated

quinces, boiling all about ten mlnutei
longer. This may be kept for a long
time if bottled and sealed. Delicious
with hot blBcults, waffles or grlddls
cakes.
Horseradish Biscuits.
Work six or eight ounces of butter
Into eight ounces of flour, season with
salt and pepper, and add two to four
ounces of grated Parmesan or other
hard cheese. Work this to a stiff dough
yolks of one or
with the
two eggs, using a little milk to mix
with. Roll out the dough twice, stamp
it into small circles; bake on a greased
tin In a moderate oven until crisp, but
not browned, cool on a sieve, and
serve sandwiches together In pairs,
with a filling of grated horseradish
In cream.
d
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Those Peruna Testimonials
How Are They Obtained?

Dan C. Savage, Ed. A Pub.
KENNA

!

:

NEW

MEXICO

For a great refer such questions to a body of men
who are already convinced of the

What Is so useless as a pair of tight
kid gloves In zero weather?
A Minnesota man fasted
for 105
days too
days, this being juBt 104
long for us

Chicago Jurist says thut a motortie
cycle is a dangerous weapon.
must ride one.
A

The spring fashions will be devoid
Again, the thin woman
of curves
comes into her own.
A new Japanese battleship Is called
Helyel
Sounds more like a battle
cry than a battleship

The women of France are not good
cooks, according to expert evidence.
Hut. ah. the styles they wear!
Paris doctor has discovered a
means of fattening one by electricity.
Jt must be a shocking operation.
A

A ChlcaKO woman says she can't
live on $10,000 a year She might try
starving to death on that allowance.
A New York woman, under a vow
of silence, hasn't spoken to her husband for eleven years. Lucky man!

Rats are causing much trouble In
Washington by devouring postage
rtamps. Why not poison the stamps?
Kansas City complains that it Is
overrun with fakers. Is Kansas City
easy, or are the fakers hard put to
.
It?
Mexicans are abandoning bull fighting for automobile racing. Hard to
say whether It's progress or retrogression.

Baltimore has a store with displays
of rubber shoes for dogs. Another
e
step In their
crusade, perhaps.
antl-nols-

The Chinese have taken to wearing
derby hats. Just wait till the hobble
skirt strikes the land of cherry blossoms.
Spain has set about building a new
navy. Doubtless it will take belter
care of the new navy than It did of
the old.
Albatross eggs are esteemed a
great delicacy In Hawaii. Hen's eggs
are esteemed a great delicacy In
America.
A scientist comes to the front now
"with the agile suggestion that poverty
causes bow legs. Is that why Jockeys
have them?
A Missouri woman lost two husbands by lightning. And yet they say
lightning never strikes twice In the
tame place.

Washington bride wore pair of
silk stockings, says an exchange,
and displayed only about $2.25 worth
of 'em at that.
A
150

Another pleasant thing about cold
snaps Is that they are never complicated with damage by lightning and
excessive rain.
A Detroit man wants a divorce be
cause bis wife talks too much. Like
a man suing a city for allowing him
to commit suicide.

PRETTY FOR CARDCASE

for this cardcase, with the design
done in gold. If preferred, the petals
can be cut out with a sharp knife and
insets of
enamel used.
Thes.i are sold at the arts and crafts
shop. For lining the cse use Sebright
green silk or a vivid Mower design.
Sometimes the flowers are cut out
petal-shape-

DECORATION THAT IS ARTISTIC
AND DURABLE.

)
t

t

t

...

de-

rangements.
I
have on band
thousands
of
unsolicited testimonials from
people In all
stations of life,
who claim that

after

many

years futile attempts to rid

of
themselves
chronic catarrh
by various forms of treatment they
have found complete reUef by the
use of Peruna. These testimonials
have come to me unrequested, unsolicited, unrewarded In any way, directly or indirectly. They have simply been gleaned from my private correspondence with patients that have
been more or less under my treatment,
or taking my remedies.
No remedy, official or unofficial, has
a greater accredited basis for the
claims we make for It than Peruna as
a remedy for catarrh.
I have never been opposed at any
time to the regulations offered by the
Pure Food and Drugs Act. I am not
now opposed to its provisions, but I
em opposed to the proposed amendments to give to a partisan board of
physicians the unqualified authority to
decide as to all therapeutic claims
which may be made for a proprietary
medicine. It is manifestly unjust to

S. B. HARTMAN, M. D.

Sage-Gree-

n

the Colors.
When milady goes calling she must
be supplied with an attractive card-casIf carried In a purse, among

other articles, calling cards quickly
become soiled, so a special case must
be provided for them.
Many women prefer a cardcase of
leather to one of silver or gold. The
tatter Invariably soils the white
gloves, while one made of leather,
especially of a light tint, prevents
this catastrophe. .
Artistic cardcaso3 are rather expen
sive, but any woman who Is at all
clever can succesfully make them her-

'Tip

self.

The leather can be purchased at any
arts and crafts shop where supplies

are

sold.

Take the design given here and
place a sheet of carbon paper be
tween it and the leather. Carefully
trace each outline with a sharply
pointed pencil. The design will be
perfectly duplicated on the leather
ready for coloring.
The design shows a conventional
arrangement of two flowers. Sage-gree- n
suede could be effectively used

with a sharp knife and the silk lining
provides the color. In this case a
plain silk must be used. Suede is
pliable and can ' be stitched on the
machine.
You can utilize this motif effectively
when decorating covers for books,
blotters or tables. It will also prove
an excellent design for stenciling.

same, and it is also used to form the
square at neck;' the sleeves are set
under wrapped
Singularly Pretty Are Many of the into the armholes
seams; cuffs of the material are ar
Styles That Are In Favor for
ranged to turn up.
This Season.
Materials required:
yards 44
214
The latest development of the Inches wide, 3V& yards galloon.
sautolr Is the grosgraln or moire ribbon with plain or plcot edge and a BLACK WITH COLOR DESIGNS
large single ornament on the left Bide,
says Vogue. One of the prettiest of Hosiery of
the Moment Is, to Say the
these Is a circular motif of exquisite
Least, Eccentric and In Soma
delicacy. Another is a square of finCases Startling.
est fllet lace mesh wrought in platinum and diamonds, placed diagonally
The mode in stockings has been
on the ribbon and hel at "the two very Interesting for a long time,
and
opposite corners by two diamonds. the new Introductions show no signs
These are again attached to a Jeweled of waning eccentricity and beauty.
section that covers the ends of the
Black hosiery is reasserting Its
ribbon. If a simpler chain for the claims to the supremacy it enjoyed
lorgnon is desired there Is the solitary for many years, and lost
pearl without any metal and strung the rage for colored stockings came
as a slide or a silk cord. Both men Into vogue. But the black footgear
and women are adopting this Incon- now introduced has a decorative despicuous but handsome device. '
sign In color upon It.
Perhaps one of the most pleasing
Upon the Instep of one pair brilliant
novelties of the moment is a velvet green lizards rendered in beads disneckband with slides of seed pearls. port themselves, and upon another,
These come with two or three slides lightly limned in sequins, blue dragon
or with a simple festoon. They are flies are seen. Shot silk stockings
both radical departures from the
are being received with favor for
themes, such as the rosette morning wear.
and the bowknot.
They agree well with the ratine suit
which is striped in two shades of one
color or in black and purple, or some
DRESS FOR SMALL GIRL
other dye as a decorative.
The fashion for parting the draperies of the evening skirt, in order to
show the left foot and ankle, la responsible for the introduc'ion of lovely
white and
silk stockings,
studded elaborately
with flashing
jewels or metallic threads.

DESIGNS

IN

NECK

RIBBONS

only-whe-

n

y

A Tacoma man, acquitted by a Jury,
kissed three of them. They were
women.
We see right now where
feminine Juries become mighty popu
lar.
Navy officers imprisoned chickens In
the turret of the ram Katahdin and
then shot at It with guns. This is the
poorest way to kill a chicken we ever
heard of.

dox.

The man with a cold In his head Is
a menace to society, say the doctors
Another menace to society Is the man
who habitually suffers
from "cold
feet" as a crisis.

Chenille-Dotte-

d

Veilings.

Many varieties of veilings were in
evidence at the New York Horse show,
says the Dry Goods Economist, but

Three college men out on a celebra
tlon smashed an automobile and were
promptly thrashed by the owner, who
proved a football star. It always payu
to investigate in such cases before taking action.

novelties were perhaps
in the lead. Dainty spring designs,
outlined in miniature chenille dots or
decorated in some odd fashion; were
especially prominent The part wlflch
chenille-dotteveilings played at this
fashionable gathering will no doubt
be influential in boosting the alread)
fair demand for chenille dots in local
retail stores. The country at larg
has bought conservatively of these
novelties, and in the majority of instances has done well wIU taaiA.
chenille-dotte- d

d

A soft cashmere of fine clo'.h Is
needed ' for our little model, which
has the skirt made with an apron
tunic at back and front, braided or
trimmed with embroidered galloon at
the edges. The waist band la of the

Rotes In Medicine.
Roses at one time1 figured prominently in the pharmacopoeia. Pliny
gives 32 remedies compounded of
rose leaves and petals. Sufferers
from nervous complaints used to seek
relief by sleeping on rose pillows and
one is told that Helogabalus used to
imbibe rose wine as a
after his periodical gormandizing
hours. The flower was also served
at table, both as a garnish, in the way
parsley is now used, and as a salad,
and rose water .was largely used for
flavoring dishes. Roses as food have
gone out of favor among western nations, but the Chinese still eat rose
fritters.
pick-me-u-

worthlessness of proprietary medicines. To give such a body of men
the unlimited authority to decide
whether our claims for Peruna are
valid or not Is a manifest violation of
my constitutional rlghtB.
My claims are based both on creditable theoretical grounds and upon
Irrefutable statistics. But I am quite
willing to have our claims as to the
composition of Peruna properly and
thoroughly Investigated, and if Tound
to be false a proper penalty should
be fixed. Or if I am making any
statements concerning disease, as tq
the nature, symptoms or danger of
any disease, If I am making any such
statements as to unnecessarily fright
en the people by false assumptions, 1
am willing to submit to any unbiased
tribunal or investigation.
Mrs. Alice Bogle, 803 Clinton St,
CIrclevllle, Ohio, writes: "I want to
Inform you what Peruna has done
for me. I have been afflicted with catarrh for several years. I have tried
different medicines and none seemed
to do me any good until I used Peruna. I have taken six bottles and
can praise it very highly for the good
It has done me. I also find It of great
benefit to my children."
Peruna la for sale at all drug stores.

ASK YOUR DRUG-

GIST FOR FREE
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Got a Canadian Homo
In Western Canada's

Free Homestead Area
THE
PROVINCE

OF

p

Manitoba
baa aeTeral New Homs-steadiDistrict that
afford rare opportunity
to atolp re 160 acres of ex-- e
1 r
n t agrloulUinU
land jfKJCK.

WW

lsBfBELl

jmmatmam

For Grain Growing

and Cattle Raising
and
thii province baa no anpeiior
In profitable agriculture enowe an
unbroken period of oTer a quarter
of a Oentnry.
eta;
Pert act climate: good markvery

Surprised Him.
There was a fellow who proposed to
all the girls Just for fun. He had no
Idea of getting himself engaged, but
So he
he enjoyed the preliminaries.
was disagreeably surprised once and
served hira right"
"Miss Evelyn," he said soulfully,
"do you think you could love me well
enough to be my wife?"
"Yes, darling," she cried.
"Well er now I know where to
come in case I should want to marry."
Detroit Free Press.

railways convenient; soil the
bent, and social condition moat
deal ruble.
Vacant lands adjacent to Free
Homesteads may be parchaaed
And also in tbe older district
landa can be bought at reason
able prices.
For farther parttculars writs) to

Q. A. COOK.
121

V. Hi STREET, KANttS CrTT, Ml

Canadian Gorernmenf arnta, or
address Superintendent of

iiu uiffnt lion jiuswa.

JAMES C. SMITH HIDE CO.
Keeping Her Word.
Josephine Do you know to whom rELTS
ETC TALLOW
Stella is engaged?
I
FURS
WOOL
Margaret Yes, but I promised I
would not tell. However, I don't
WE SOLICIT YOUR SHIPMENTS
think there'll be any harm In my writing his name on a piece of paper for S04 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kan.
you. Satire.

II in
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Black Record.
"There goes a man of dark deeds.'
"BleBS us! What does he So?" ...
"Puts in coal."

VUUII
T

jta

hrt

best marks artCM.
for rTifNl
kit ri Hal.

Writ

BABEL a sona.
LOUIBVILLB-- ST.

fan. Hide.
Mtniahni tats.

BuWbIbi

It's a favorite theory of married
women that every widower's heart

WmL

THE BEST TEACHER.
Old Experience Still Holds the Palm.

wham aSo.
2EYE WATERS tna

should be In the grave.

loklr rellerss
inuamad erea.
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Dark Versus Light Furs.
It seemB odd that bo few should
realize that dark furs are much more
becoming than light, that is, to the
average woman. Sable, mink, black
fox, make her complexion look at its
very beBt, whereas emine white fox,
miniver and squirrel have exactly th
contrary effct.
ay of wearing the
The ntweBt
stole is to put the middle of it on in
front, pass the ends over the shoulders, croslng them at the back and
bringing them forward under the
arms. Even 1 ir caps with their
rou: ded or pointed backs are worn in
this faslon, certaii.ly very warm and
comfortable, though slightly unortho-

Nine people were killed during the
twenty-darabbit hunting season In
Ohio. Strange how easy It Is to mistake a man for a rabbit.

Half way down from the top flight
at stairs at an elevated railway sta
tlon one morning not long ago a man
topped to read the conspicuous sign,
Look where you step!" and toll
town the rest of the way.

d

In Addition, Almost Every Woman
Will Be Able to Make It for Herself
and Gold Are

"esh-colore-

8an FranciBco authorities detained
woman who had sixteen trunks, and.
although that was not the cause, It
was cause enough.
a

'I

many years I
bave been gathering statistics
as to the effects
of TPeruna when
taken for

For real practical reliability and
Don't become so busy giving advice
something to swear by, experience-pl- ain that you have no time to mind your
old experience is able to carry own business.
a big load yet without getting
away-backe-

d.

Soothing; Bjrnp for Children
teething, softens the gums, reduces Inflammation, allays pain, cures wind collc.Kc a bottlejfc
Mrs. Wlnslow's

A So. Dak. woman found some
things about food from Old Experience a good, reliable teacher.
She wrlCes:
"I think I hare used almost every

When a woman gets fat it doesn't
broaden her mind.

breakfast food manufactured, but none
ALFALFA ft. Timothr and Clover mixed,
equal Grape-Nut-s
$4.60.
In my estimation.
Farms for sale and rent on crop payJ. UULHALL, Sioux City, la. Adv.
ments.
"I was greatly bothered with weak
stomach, and indigestion, with formaAdvice is like a bitter pill easy to
tion of gas after eating, and tried give but uneasy to take.
many remedies for it but did not find
relief.
It takes all the fun out of doing a
"Then I decided I must diet and see thing if you get paid for doing
It
If I could overcome the difficulty that
way. My choice of food was Grape-Nut-s
because the doctor told me I FOLEY
could not digest starchy food.
Are Richest In Curative Qualities
"Grape-Nut- s
fopd has been a great
FOR BACKAOHE, RHEUMATISM,
KIONKYS ANO BLAOOCH
benefit to me for I feel like a different
person since I begun to eat. it It la
The Man Who Pat thm
wonderful .to me how strong my
E
T
nerves have become. I advise everyone to try It, tor experience ia the
Pio
Look for This Trade-Mar-k
tuxc on the Label when buying
best teacher.
ALLEN'S F00TEASE
"If you have any stomach trouble
Tbe Antiseptic Powder foe Tea.
can't digest your food, use Grape- Aching Feet Sold every
Nuts food for breakfast at least,' and
where, ?5c. Simple FkRH. Address.
ALLEN 8. OLMSI fcD, La Hey, N. V,
you won't be able to praise It enough
when you see how different you feel."
Name given by Portum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read the little book,
HartOoogkSyrap.
TaMaa Uxod. Um
"The Road to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
la Urns. SoU ky DraftJttita.
JLL.
"There's a Reason."
aew
A
Bnr read the above letter
sate appears from time te ttsse. Tkey
sre saailiMa, Int, u4 tall ( htsartaJS
W, Nf U, WICHITA, NO, Mill,
av.
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I
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Horace Hazeltine
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Robert Csmeron, capitalist,
consult!
Phillip Clyde, newspaper publisher, regarding anonymous threatening letters h
pas received. The first promises a sample
of the writer's power on a certain day.
On that day the head Is mysteriously cut
from
portrait of Cameron while the latter la In the room. Clyde has a theory
that the portrait was mutllnted while the
room was unoccupied and the head later
removed by means of a string, unnoticed
by f&jneron. Evelyn Grayson. Cameron's
niece, with whom Clyde Is In love, finds
the head of Cameron's portrait nailed to
tree, where It was had been used as a
target. Clyde pledges Evelyn to secrecy.
Clyde learns that a Chinese bov emp'oved
by Phlletus Murphy, an artist living
riearby, had borrowed a ride from
lodgekeper. Clyde makes an
to call on Murphy and la repulsed.
He pretends to be Investigating alleged
Infractions of the game laws and speaks
finding the bowl of an opium pipe tinft
ker the tree where Cameron's portrait
found. The Ch'.iose boy Is found
lead next morning. While visiting Cameron In hla dressing room a Nell Owynne
rnlrror is mysteriously shattered. Cameron
becomis seriously ill as a result of the
shock. The third letter eppeurs mysteriously on Cameron's sick bed. It makes
direct threats against the life of Cameron.
Clyde tells Cameron the. envelope was
empty. He tells Evelyn everything and
plans to take Cameron on a yacht trip.
The yacht picks up a fisherman found
drifting helplessly In a boat. He gives
the name of Johnson. Cameron disappears from yacht while Clyde's hack Is
turned. A fruitless search Is made for
motor boat seen by the captain lust before Cameron disappeared. Johnson Is allowed to go ft f tor being closely questioned.
Evelyn takes the letters to an expert In
Chinese literature, who pronounces them
f Chinese origin.
Cam-ron-

'e

ex-ru-

.

CHAPTER X. Continued.
Very briefly she explained that she
bud seen the professor that morning,
nd had laid before him the original
letter and my copies of the others,
'and that he had kindly promised to
make a careful rtudy of them and acquaint her with the result later In the
day. She thought It better, however,
that I should call upon him for his
conclusions, she said, as they would
probably be verbal, and she doubted
her own ability to convey them to me
with entire accuracy. Of couibc she
had told him nothing as to the circumstances surrounding the letters. As
they bore no dates, and were
she had him to Infer that
they were autographic curiosities belonging to her uncle. In which wfc
were all three interested.
1 had met Professor
Griffin on several occasions Once or twice he hnd
contributed articles to The Week, and
while we were scarcely Intimate, we
were on terms of friendly acquaintanceship. He was an oldish, white-hairegentleman, of rather the ascetic type, with long, somewhat peaked
face, and light, watery blue eyes,
which seemed to bulge behind the
strong lenses of his
spectacles.
He received me In his study, a
book-lineroom on the second
floor of his old Colonial Btone house.
"I have been deeply interested, Mr.
Clyde," he began, "In the autographs
and copies which Miss Grayson
brought to me. They are unique specimens of English composition, In that
the Oriental influence Is so clearly
demonstrated throughout.
Do you,
by any chance, know where Mr. Cameron obtained them?"
I was hardly prepared for this question, but 1 answered as promptly as
possible that they had recently come
Into my friend's possession, I believed, but from Just what source I
had not learned.
The three sheets lay before him on
the writing-shelof his
mahogany secretary; and now he took
up one of the copies, holding it at
some distance from his eyes, as
though his glasses, thick as they were,
were not as powerful as his sight
quired.
"The three writings," he went on,
In the tone of a class-roolecturer,
"evidently form a series, of which, I
'
take it. this is the first."
"The one which says, 'Take warning
cf what shall happen on the seventh
day'?" 1 queried.
"Yes. That U the first. The other
of the copies, In which occurs the
phrase 'once more,' is, of course, the
second. And the original autograph
Is the last."
"Exactly." I agreed. It seemed to
me that all this was very obvious, but
tn courtesy I could not say so.
"All three," he continued sagely,
"begin, at you must have observed,
with the same sentence, 'That which
yo'i hav wrought shall la turn be
unad-dresse-

d

gold-bowe- d

srs-clou-

d
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wrought upon you.' 'That Is a quotation."
"A quotation I" I exclaimed. In surprise.
"A quotation from Menclus, the
great expositor of Confucius, who
lived B C. 872 to 289. In the original, a word meaning- - 'Beware precedes the warning, and a more literal
translation of the passage would be:
'Beware!
What proceeds from you
will return to you again.' "
It seemed to me this was taking a
great deal for granted. 1 feart-- that
the profesnor, like many savants who
specialize, was straining the fact to
fit his theory, but he very promptly
disabused me.
"The supposition that the words are
a paraphrase of Menclus," he explained, "would not be tenable, perhaps the Idea la not anomalous
were It not that we find running
through the series, other quotations
that are unquestionably of Chinese origin.
The first letter, for example,
concludes with; 'The ways of our God
are many. On the righteous he showers blessings; cn the evil he pours
forth misery.' This is from the Book
of HlBtory, or 'Shu King,' In which are
the documents edited by Confucius
himself. It usually has been rendered
In this way: 'The ways of God are
not Invariable. On the good doer he
sends down all blessings, and on the
evil doer he sends down all miseries.' That is the more exact rendering. And again. In the second letter
we find " He paused a momeut, taking up the second sheet, and focusing
his dim eyes upon the lines. "We
find," he went on, " 'Fine words and
a smiling countenance make not virtue,' which Is from the Lunliu, or
'Analects' of Confucius, In which the
views and maxims of the sae.e are
retailtM by his disciples. 'Smiling
countenance' Is hardly the best translation.
'Insinuating appearance' is
more nearly the English equivalent,
and 1 should prefer 'are rarely connected, or associated, with virtue' to
'make not virtue ' "
"Those, of ci.'jrse, are unmistakably
translations," I agreed.
"And so are the concluding sentences of the third, the autograph,
letter," he assured
me.
"'Say not
Heaven Is ' high 'above!
Heaven
ascends and descends about our deeds,
daily Inspecting us, wheresoever we
are.' I find It In one of the sacrificial
odes of Kau, and It Is the best. rendered of all the excerpts."
So your conclusion as to the authorship Is?" I queried.
"Chinese, undoubtedly,"
he answered. "These were written, I should
ay, by a Chinaman, educated, probably. In this country. His English Is
the English of the educated Oriental,
but the quotations from Confucius and
his commentators are characteristic.
With the average Chinaman, to know
Confucius Is to know all; what he
said Is
what he did not
say Is not worth saying. Another
identifying feature Is the effort to
make afraid. Their religion Is fear."
Having concluded his exposition,
Professor Griffin was disposed to enter upon a more or less lengthy discourse on Chinese character and literature in general. However Illuminative this might have been under
ordinary conditions, I was assuredly
in no mood to listen to It at this time.
The Information he had given ine,
while It merely verified suspicions
which I had held from the first, set
me to speculating on the individual
source of the letters; and with so
modern an Instance at hand I was naturally disinclined to consider the authorship of writings dating hack nftfn
a thousand years and mora hnvnnd
the Christian era.
With what grace I could, therefore,
I discouraged a continuance of the
theme, and having thanked him most
heartily, pocketed the note
with
which he was good enough to furnUh
me, and prepared to depart. But as
I stood at his study door, his lean,
scholarly hand resting In mine, he detained me for a final word.
"The symbol!" he exclaimed, his
pale eyes lighting at the recollection.
"We forget the symbol!"
"Oh, yes,", I returned, my Interest
revived, "that silhouette at the bottom."
"It Is unmistakably Chinese," he
said. "I am not very familiar with
the symbolism of the East, not id familiar as I should be, possibly; but
Chinese writing, you know. In its origin, is picture writing with the addition of a limited number of symbolical
and conventional designs. This figure,
I should soy, represents a lorcha, or
small Chinese coasting Junk, and you
can rest assured that the threats contained In the letters were with a view
to reparation for some crime or Injury
connected In some way with such a
vessel. That Is as near as I tan Interpret It. But if you would like to
know more If you would like to get
something more nearly definite I can
refer you to one who can, I think, give
you the Information."
"By all means," I Implored. "I shall
appreciate It greatly."
"An authority on thia subject Is living not very fax from here. He spent
many years in China, is something of
an artist himself, and made, I under-- 1
stand, a atudy of Oriental symbolism.
He lives at Coa Cob, and his name

Is"

"Murphy!" 1 Interrupted, as a flood
of Illumination swept over me.
"Philettis Murphy. Yea. Do you
know him?"
"I have met him," I returned shortly.
And

thinking the professor once
more, I hurried away, with a course of
action already shaping In my mind.
CHAPTER XI.
The Chinese Merchant.
It was ""While Professor Griffin was
talking of Chinese characteristics that
the thought of little Mow Chee first
occurred to me. The professor said
something about the average Chinaman's disinclination to speak of death,
directly, and how he Invariably
some euphemism. The phrase
"pass from sight of men Into torment"
the professor pointed out as an Illustration. And then I remembered little
Mow Chee, who was In my class at
Yale, and how, once. In speaking of
the demise of a fellow classman, he
had used the odd expression, "he has
saluted old age," which I aftei wards
learned was quite a common form In
d

China.

It was now a year or more since I
had seen Mow Chee, but I recalled
that at our last meeting I had made a
note of his address; and so on reaching, my desk the next morning I
looked It up. Curiously enough a private detective agency which I had
arranged to consult chanced to have
its office in the same building on lower Broadway as he Pacific Transport
company, by which Mow Chee was
employed; and thus the plan which
had been shaping mentally the previous afternoon, as I hurried away from
Professor Griffin's, was readily set in
motion before noon of the day following.
In the evening I had discussed It
with Evelyn; and though the detective feature did not at first meet with

her approval, sue eventually conceded
that It was a necessary part of the
project. It was agreed, however, that
the real purpose for which that- - aid
was Invoked should not be divulged.
Phlletus Murphy was to be shadowed
and dally reports were to be made to
me. That he had been under suspicion of brutally murdering his Chinese servant was sufficient reason for
the proceeding, and to the detective
agency I gave no hint of any further
consideration.
As for my Celestial classmate, I was
not by any means sure that I should
find him at the Pacific Transport offices. I knew that for some time China had been calling upon her sons of
western education to return to their
mother country for service, and I
fen red that little Mow Chee might already be customs taokai of Shantung,
or some other imperial province. But
my misgivings were very promptly allayed; for no sooner had I stepped
within the outer office than he saw
me. and came hastily forward, with a
smile of greeting on bis square, flattened, yellow face.
His desk' was Just back of the long
counter which ran the length' of the
room, and a glance at its piled contents showed me that he was very
busy. Moreover, there was no opportunity here for the privacy which I
desired; so after an exchange of greetings, and a few conventional Inquiries,
I Invited Mow to lunch with me at the
Savarin, at whatever hour would best
suit his convenience.
Somewhat to my dismay, he fixed
upon one o'clock. As It still wanted
ten minutes of noon I now bad 'over
an hour of leisure, which, as may be
Imagined, promised to hang rather
heavy, the more so, as I was impatient to make some real progress in
my quest.
Wall street being at hand, I concluded to call on a friend there who usually handles my investments, and
make a convenience of his office. On
the way, 1 bought an afternoon paper,
and as my broker happened to be at
the Stock Exchange, I had ample opportunity to read it from first column
to last. It proved about as thrllllugly
interesting as the early afternoon reprints of what one has already read
at breakfast usually are, and 1 was
about to drop It to the floor, wbeu
my eye caught a group, of headlines
on the last page, which, up to that
moment, had escaped me, but which
now suddenly riveted my attention:
CELESTIAL, CLAIMS MYSTERIOUS
BOX ON FALL RIVER PIEn.
Anything concerning Celestials, I
suppose, would have attracted me,
just then, but the burden of this was
so peculiarly pertinent, that it seemed
as If It muHt have Intimate connection
with the tangle I had undertaken to
unravel.
With the paper gripped tightly In
both hands, and my bead bent Intently
forward, I raced through the frivolously-written
article which followed;
and from a superabundance of cheap
wit and East side slang managed to
extract the somewhat meager facts.
A truck, driven by a Chinaman, it
seemed, had that morning taken from
the pier of the Fall River Line a
square box, measuring about five feet
each way, and perforated with a number of auger holes. The brilliant
space-wrlx-'- r
had given bis Imagination free rein as to the contents, speculating as to the possibilities, from edible Chinese dots to smuggled opium.

but he bad omitted to furnish the
name and address of either the consignor or consignee.
"The truck,
drawn by the slant-eyewhite horse,
and driven by the phlegmatic Chink,
clattered away In the direction of
Mott street," the account concluded.
After all, It was a very commonplace, everyday occurrence. Probably
the auger holes were only knot holes,
transformed by the reporter's Imagination. Nevertheless, I thrust the paper Into my pocket. Mow Chee might
throw some light on the matter. He
would know, In all likelihood, what
sort of goods were shipped by way of
the Fall River Line to his countrymen
In New York.

We Eecurcd a corner table In the
inner room at the Savarin. It was
not so crowded there and It was less
bustling and noisy. My companion attracted some little attention, of course,
but not sufficient to prove annoying.
New York, as a rule, pays small heed
simply to the unusual, and Chinamen
are common enough not to be absolute curiosities even In the big down
town restaurants.
A very dapper little fellow was Mr.
Mow; neatly and Inconspicuously clad,
He
and well brushed and combed.
was for recalling old college days,
when he was coxswain of the class
crew and I pulled the stroke oar, but
my time was too precious for such
reminiscence, and as speedily as possible I broached the subject I had at
heart.
"Now," I began, perhaps less delicately thitn I should, "there's a saying,
you know, that the only good Indian Is
a dead Indian. That wouldn't apply
to the Chinese, would It? And yet,
while there are some very excellent
Chinamen, there are some pretty bad
ones, aren't there?"
He grinned, exposing his fine teeth.
"Oh, yes," he answered, "there are
good and bad, but the percentage of
bad Is lesB In my country than in
some others." 1 caught the significance of his remark, and realized that
I deserved the rebuke.
"And amongst the educated Chinese,
here in New York?" I went on, without stopping for comment
"There
are a few bad?"
He was still smiling.
"Bad?" he queried. "What do you
mean by bad? There are Borne who
have vices, yes. Some gamble, some
smoke opium; some get the best of
a bargain."
"Are there some who would kill?" I
asked, bluntly.
"Oh, no, no!" he protested, without
raising his voice. "I certainly should
hope there are none such among the
educated."
And then I told him about the three
letters, and what had happened, omitting only Cameron's name and place
of
residence. Imperturbable
little
chap that he was, he listened without
emotion. When I concluded he said:
"You are sure they were Chinamen
who did this?"
"Would men of any other nationality
quote Confucius and Menclus?" I
asked.
"No, I think not," was his reply,
"and yet It might be done by crafty
persons to mislead."
But I could not agree with him.
"We are not revengeful as a nation,"
he said, "we are rather
If Chinamen did what you tell me. It
was In return for some very great Injury; some crime, I should say,
against their parents or near kinsmen."
"Hut my friend was never In China,"
I declared. "And he was the last man
In the world to harm anyone."
For a little while Mow Chee ate In
thoughtful
Presently
silence.
be
looked up.
"Clyde, my friend, I know so little
of my own people here in New York.
But one man I know, a merchant, who
is very prominent and vtjry upright.
He Is a big man in the Six Companies
I will give you a card to him; you
can speak to him in confidence, and If
he can help you, he will, not only because I sent you, but because be
stands for all thnt is best, and desires that my countrymen
in
the
United States shall have the respect
they deserve from your citizens.
would aend you to the Chinese Consul, but my friend, Mr. Yup Sing, is
better."
My hand was on the newspaper In
my pocket, but I did not show It to
Mow Chee. I would reserve It for the
encyclopaedic Yup Sing, whose address, us written on the card which
my classmate furnished me, was on
Mott Btreet, a few doors from Pell.
New Yoik's Chinatown is a much,
more familiar locality to the transient
visitor than to the average citizen. In
all the years of my residence in the
metropolis, of which I am a native, I
had never before had either the occa
sion or the desire to dip Into this most
foreign of all the city's foreign sec
tions. To me, Chinatown was as a
far country. Vapuely I had an Idea
of its locution It lay, I knew, east of
Broadway and west of the Bowery;
but Its latitude was not clearly de1

fined.
My impulse was to hail a ccb, clve
the driver the number of the Molt
street establishment, and so, without

further individual effort, be whirled
away to my destination. But there are
no cab stands on lower Broadway;
and to walk to Broad street, where
the cabman lies all day In wait for the

prosperous stock broker and hit affluent custdtaer, required more time
than In my Impatience I wit willing
to grant. Therefore I boarded a Broadway car and was drawn
haltingly
northward, until, on reaching Canal
street, I alighted In sheer desperation
and turned eastward.
Here a letter carrier, of whom I ln
quired, sped me straight to my goal
a couple of blocks as I was going, a
turn to the right, a few blocks more,
and the bulk windows of the Yup Sing
Company would come Into view.
easily
I found the establishment
enough. But had It not been for tb
name printed In big Roman lettering,
I should never have Imagined It
a
Chinese business bouse. There was
no display of goods In the big windows, which were screened half way
up by light blue shades, giving th
front an appearance similar to that
of the average American wholesale
house.
Having passed Inside, however,
there was no such Illusion. All about
me were the characteristic products
of the Orient, from brilliant silken
embroideries, and exquisite gold and
silver and bronze work, to cheap cotton and linen fabrics, lacquer furniture, and straw ellppers. And the atmosphere was further enhanced by
or more Chinamen who
the
were lounging In the middle and far
distance, each with shaven crown and
colled queue and each In the more or
less brilliantly colored native dress.
d
One of 'these, a comparatively
young man with full, round
vlBage, came forward as I entered.
"Ia Mr. Yup In?" I asked.
He was inclined, I saw, to hesitation and so I produced Mow's card.
"Oh, yes," he said, after studying It
for a moment. "Oh, yes. Mista' Yup!
He In." With which he left me. and
taking the card with him disappeared
behind some draperies at the back of
the big crowded store.
Between the others, who regarded
me for a moment only with Idle Interest, there was, while I stood there, a
rapid exchange of observations In
their native tongue, mingled with a
cackling which I
sort of
assumed to be laughter.
I Tiad turned my
back towards
them, but presently a shuffling of feet
along the floor Informed me of th
approach of what I Imagined was my
returning emissary. On whirling about,
however. It was to face an elderly man
In purple silk garments and a, black
skull cap a man of thin, almost cadaverous yellow visage, whose upper
lip and chin were adorned with a
balr.
sparse growth of silky
and upon the bridge of whose nos
specrested a pair of
tacles.
"You would see me, sir?" he asked,
and I noted thut there was scarcely
the slightest Indication of the foreigner In either pronunciation or accent.
"If you are Mr. Yup," I smiled,
"you can, I fancy, from what Mr. Mow
tells me. give me the Information I
am In search of."
He did not smile in return, but his
thin face assumed an expression of benignity that was as much of an invitation to lay my problem before him as
were his words.
"Anyway I can serve a friend of
Mr. Mow," he said, "will be a pleasure."
But, as he spoke, the benign expression passed. Once again that thin
face, with Us hollow cheeks,
eyes, had become
and small deep-se- t
unfathomable.
At least two of his partners or
and I
salesmen were within
turned a significant glance toward
them, as I said:
"The subject is a confidential one.
"
Mr. Yup. If I could speak to yru -'
"In private?" he finished. Certainly, sir. Will you kindly tup this
way?"
He led me to the rear of his etore.
holding aside a curtain of heavy em
broidery, through which I passed into
a smaller room, furnished lu carved
teak wood and ornamented with magnificent specimens of Chinese porcelain and pottery. A little Chinese girl,
uot ovt--r eight years old, and wearing
a blouse and wide breeches of a pale
cerulean silk, stood beside a table.
Before lrt?r were several small sheets
of rice paper on which she was making designs in water colon.
Igncrlng the child, he Indicated a
chair near the only window, screened,
like the windows in front, with a blue
shade. And when I had sat down, ha
drew up a chair for himself opposite
half-doze- n

dark-ly-attlre-

high-pitche- d

blue-blac-

gold-rlmme- d

ear-sho- t,

me.

His manner, In spite of th: benignity of a moment before, was not encouraging, and for a little I was embarrassed as to Just where to begin.
At length, however, I said:
"I fear, Mr. Yup, that some of your
countrymen have recently made a terrible mistake."
"A mistake?" he echoed, gravely.
"A mistake that I trust It Is not too
late to repair. Briefly, they have kidnapped a gentleman of fortune and Influence, one of my dearest friends. In
a manner most mysterious, aft?r first
subjecting him to the annoyance of a
series of anonymous letters and a succession of singular,
acts of trespass."
Mr. Yup glanced at Mow Cbee'i
card, which he still held.
nerve-torturin-
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rcpreientatives of EVF.RYBODVS MAGho act as the
AZINE and TI1K DELI N EATO- K- all in addition to liberal commissions Let us show you how you can SECURE A SHARE
simply by fnrdwardinu the subscriptions of your friends and neighbor
Try for THIS
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lmmuh's prizes. There are lots of priz.es that can be won only by persons living in towns same si.c as your own. Write at once to the
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STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
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fiPOCRRY.

LOCAL AND

PERUSAL.

Mrs T. T. Hell

rcturrod home

Thursday from an extended
visit in Texas with her mother
and sister.
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NEW GOODS FRESH
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From the Factory.

Must Double My Sales.
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6scar
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urn

rim
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To a married man the bacheor is a man of singular ideas.

m

-

mill in imiiiiii in

s

iiiimmi Jjj

Dr. H. L.

Fiscus.

d

Mrs. It. M. West is confined
to her room this week with a
good case of La G'rippo.

&

tnna,
W L. Sears and V. B.
left a few days ago over
land in their auto for Mineral
Wells, Texas,- where they will
probably spend a good part of
the winter.

Vienna dumber

Mc-Coin- bs

l;

f

and

I

M

Xinds of Building Material,

Farm Implements.
iihe

matters.
there are more people coming to
this town and community than
are leaving. Slowly but surely
they will fill this whole country
up again. It is reported that
several families will return by
spring who had proved up and
gone expecting to stay.

XCcll

6kop.

Total

1).

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid
Surplus
Undivided profits
Dividend? unpaid
Deposits
of

64S 36.

43.00
23,031.79.
40,370

15

NEW MEXICO,

County of Chaves.
I, W. B Scott, cashier of the above
named Bank do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
W. B. Scott, Cashier.
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How's This?

& MMIVl.W

holrsnlp ilni'.'elvts, Toledo. O.
Hull's Catarrh Cure Is tult.Mi internally, acting
directly ujKin the fclood nnJ hhkoim suifrui9 rl the
YFtrm. TmtimonialH rvnt free, J;iiee 75 cents iw
U
by nil l)nn.'i'l-tMM If.
Take lia:; s
tofttuimwx
ru'

ii

IflL n.U.Mtl.

linilUC

JIU' U'll

I".
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tot

CUP

"Does voit husband ever get. .ilollar i:ivestniHiit possib'o in
j
uy home or business. Send to
behind wi. h his nliiunny ';'
"Ncl ui. I have llneafened Word and Works Publishing
to go back lo liitit iiituiil ly if .Company, :1 101 Franklin Ave.,
lSt. Louis, Mo.
he doe ;"
(

L.
8

ROBERSON,

The Barbei
NohTII

X

.

YKAKLIXtiS mtlXU GOOD 1'IUCE.

II. J. Ilagern an last week
Frank Strickland 350
yearlings at S32. 50, the highest

sold to

prico paid this season. They
were hinh class stuff, howevev.

ell

Biip-po-

CtlL

N. M.

KOSWi'.LL.

rors notily this office promptly
figures announced Friday nigh'.
and they will be corrected.
D"spite t!ds fact, more m mev
was pail for bivf dining 1912
The
han in 1911 by S3.282.73-5O. YV. ZINK
total product ibis year
183 488,909.
The Itoswell Jeweler.
Calls attention to his large
ana compiere siocu or .vatclies,
Chicks, Kings, Charms ant!
Tekm Cuts Lii
Chains
A full and completa line of
Bncause he was p'aying and
Novelties, just what you want scuffling with onp of the Central
ro ouy tor your wite, your hus school bovs William
II Ilobeson,
band or vour Sweetho irt for a
is
badl
nuising
Christmas present. Call in and the janitor,The teeth ina
roiiih
let lis show you those pretty cut hl.
split tho center of the
manner
things and bo convinced
lip, making it necessary
The prices are right and the upper
for
stitches to bo taken.
goods

1

"

A SPECIOLTY.
Office in Ramona Block

nvy

Laundry, of Amarillo, Texas

No 13
Phon.
"Say I so.) that the famous
'ogazzaro is dead."
"Who was hc"
"Focazzaro?
Why, ho was ROY C. McHENRY
o'.ie of t he foremost novelest and Attorneyand Counsellor at Law
poets of Iialy."
Hobbs Building,
Washington, D. C.
'Never heard of him."
'Neither did I. Say, it's rath JL'air office Practice
er a largo world after all, isn't
(i Specialty

worries ot a big mercantile
business and brings his family
to Kenna, for rest and recre
ation for at least a year.
He has been for a number of Attest
years very closely confined to John A. Kimmons,
his work, having a big business V. B. McCombs.
in Mens, and realizes that "all Ger, T. Littkfield.
and swarn to before me this
work and no play is not the 4thSubscribed
day of January 19 3 .
thing, so comes to tin's place in
Dan ('. Savage,
search of rest and recreation.
Notary Public
My commission expires Sept. 7, 1916.
arc guaranteed to be pe
They are highly pleased with
the appearance of tilings, and
fectly
satisfactory.
have rented tho James Brogdon THE REV. IRL R HICKS 1913 ALMAKAC.
O. W ZlXK,
The Kev. Irl It. Hicks Almahouse where they expect to reADV,
nac for 11)13 is now ready. It is
The Jewlor
side this year.
the most splendid number of this
popula r Year Book e ver printed.
Poliiupiont tax lLsts for the Its valuo has been nruu than
years of 1910 and It) 1 am now over proven by rentarkublo fulpublished in the
fillments of i's storm, weatln.T
Morning Xows.
The ndvertis-inenl- s aid earihcjiiaho forecasts (his
appear in issues rf Thurs- year. Professor Ilicks justly
SPECIAL OFFCfi:
day Ja!. JndandTInuvd.iy Jan. innritsll.c coiifi-ljiicit
and
J'th. Copy's arc on Kilo at the
of all iho peiple. Don't
fin
News cilice.
varirL.M lu ail.
I'i'i
i tic ; 10 5'
fail to seh; V,j for his 10l
iltjJLUV.vil !.b o
J
or only nns dollar for j Ytlto iJ'Or.y; Mention this Pcpsr-and Al- hii .sp'endid
Ro-w-

ame time and letting pach hold
land." Grace explained.

t

STATE

LAND OFFICE PRACTICE

The English Crisis.
Jason Blogg (of Plttsburi;) Well.
CHICAGO CATTLE RECEIPTS'SHOW
Hypatla, which of 'em have you con
eluded to take, the Earl of OldparU
MARKED
DFCREASE
If you are Proving up on
or the Count Appogglatura? Miss Hy12,112.71. your claim be, sure and
I'm going o await developChicago, Fewer
by patla
read
ments, pop. If the Erl loses his veto,
40,370.15. your Publication Notice car
281,298 have betn lvccived al maybe I'll take the Count. London
tully when it appears in the tho Chicago ftock yards tin's Punch.
15,000 00. paper, and if there are any er year than ii'i 1931, rconling to
1,650.00.

Tula!

DAVID L. GEYER

at the

5

immans iftrcs.

Cash aril Exchange

socialis:i.?,!

two-valler- s

WALDI.VU, lAjWAN

all kinds of galvanized Jren and Pin lOcrk.
)cne
Repairing ?katln .and ffromptlii

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

'What's parlor
asked Mabel.

"IIaing

SW.

RIGHTS.

We offer Ono Hundred Dollars Howard for any
Unit carnal be curt a by Haiti
MS
of rut-mi- l
CturrU Cure.
F. .1. CHUNKY
CO., Toledo, O.
V'p. the underflftnod. Iiu
known V. .J. t.hi-nefor liic Ust 13 year., and
lilra perfiviiy hoii
or:it)le H all biisineus transactions ard flimnrlfilljr
able to carry out any ub Iterations niude by ha firm.

'Casings, 'Junta,

"An election is called to be
held at tho several (seventeen) THE KENNA BANK AND
voting precincts of the County TRUST CO., of KENNA,
of Chaves on Monday Jan. 13th
N. M.
1313, for the purpose of voting
the close of business Dec. 3 1912.
At
for one Justice of the Peace and
RESOURCES.
one Constable in and tor each
24,365. 55.
Loans and tlitcnunts
of said precincts.
2 19.
Overrfrafti
Up to this time candidates Hunking house furniture
3.889 00.
are ery slow to announce.
and fixtures

.EQUAL

"SO

ffreprleters ef

z Vienna $in

It is a sure thing now that

Oscar Thacker ono of Mena,
principal
Aak.,
merchants
throws aside tho cares and

o '9

Stealers In

Pope and Tom Smith of Elida,
were in town this week on land

P. Bell left Friday morn
ing for his homo in Uoldthwaite,
1 exas, after a two
months stay
here with his brother P. T. Bell.

-

ffkqsician
ifurgecn, and Sfrcp, if
Somehow it seems as if thing"
iike Pienna Srugstcre.
never turn out as bad as we
HiMHiMiMiMfMHHHifHflftti'lilflt
11 wish.
Ul
9ure, Jresh Srus3 (fi jUtcmicals.
A built the worst old woman kinds ffatent Sllcuieincs c$ &cd
on the f icp of the earJi is the
tftatiatcrif. Rubber '3ads and
old bachelor.
Hcikt irlides.'-XS-:&--

Proprietor.

erson,

lo.-a-

BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
Buttsrick Building, New York City.

At prices to suit the times.

rates miulcknown
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.fciui t!
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jieVttsB

tr.d

rtrit'i

ici A
ot
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vn1ua'!o

A, 1'KlU. eta.

pessimal is a person who
bdimes ilivorco to bo the hap

- A

piw.t

Left Him Pondering.
Old Friend "Well, I'm pleased to
hvo met your charming wLJe. Fred.
You must b very Jealous of her."
Fred, (coufldrntlnlly) "Well, I take
enro never to Introduce her to any
man that a sane woman could take
ft iicy to." Stray Stories.
I

The Matter Settled.

Mr. Lately Married "But, dearest, I
thought we had planned to go to the
opera this evening?" Mrs. Ditto "Yes,

loe;

but
Puck.

I

havo changed our minds."

Life's neal Pleasures.
Make yourselves nests of pleasant
thoughts, bright fancies, faithful sayings; treasure houses of precious and
restful thoughts, which care cannot
disturb nor poverty tike away from
you houses built without hands for
) our souls'to live in.
Ruskln.
Thirst for Novelties.
The curse of modern life the thirst
for the new, the rage to get out of the
old skin Is the blight on our litera-treour art, our drama, our manners
even our morals. It Is passion witn
out aim, or conviction, or feeling a
mere restless itch to get free from old
hubits and to get into something uncommon, it hardly mntters what, If
culy It can announce itself as
,

pu t of married life.

Buddhism and Animal Life.
It must be suld of Buddhism that ii
Tho foot hat i( cks ihe cradle has left one Indelible mark all over
isn't the same wn that s kick India, China, and the east, and that
Is the teaching of gentleness
and
ing for woman's lights.
kindness to one another and to anl
nials. Buddha taught that life Is bin
a prolonged endeavor to escape from
Tho man who doesn't triiit suffering, Bud that, therefore, to
cause
too much to Pmvidenco
is flTeableothers to suffer is the unfor
siu.I'rlce Collier In Scrlb-ner'usually Providence's favorite.
Magazine.
t

A'nllcc for I'iil:Iirnt'on.
NOTICE FOR iTnMfATIOX.
o.tim
017378
oioro
Department of the Interior, U. S.
S.
Derai'tinont of the Inlcrlor,
Office, at Koswell. N. JI.
Land Office nt HomwcII, N. M
Nov. 30,
Notice Is hereby flren that Lessie
r?c. 5, lfil J. Nullco in line'iy given Hint John I 'l!.
W. Hifmm, of Kiklii', N- M. win), on April1). Slack, of l.'mnc 3. Kllda. X. M. who, on May
I'.Hir, made II. E. llti'H, Serial
No. cu.v,o, for I'', litoa. niaile II. E S".Ia1 Xn. "173, lor Nl'.'
X, M.
SWX; ""l on Oct. 12. foo. nmilo mlili'l entry Seetlonl.l. Townshin 0 S, lan;:o
7 I', Mi'il linn, has lilcd notice of Intention to
Serial No. 9.WI for SEX See. 13.
S. RaniCSE. N. M. 1. Meildllim hns tiled I'lnWcs Final three yciir Proof, to Miahllsli
notice of Intention to make Final li e and claim to lltn land ahovd dcscrl!rtl. before
in his
three year proof, to est ubli.sli claim to tlic Dan C. iu n;.'C, 17. S. Commissioner,
land above dt'selhed. before II. I. Livclv, 17. olllce. at Kenna, N. M. on Jan. 1,3. imj.
t liiitiuitit names na wltnebscs:
S. Commissioner, in his Ollee nt Elkins, N M,
T.oman I.. Peach, of Judson. X. M., Ili:nry
on January 15. 113.
O. Carson, John W. Pounds, John P. Smith,
Claimant namea as witnesses:
T. C. Tiluitkiim
George C. Cooper, V lllin in I). Smith. William allot liouic 3. Kliila, 7. M.
Dl.Wli
Iteulster
T. S. Hums. (leorge V. Dice, nil of Elkln

I.

'Inlilt

T. C. Tillotson.

N. M.

'otirc for ruliliciitlcin.

Register.

D13-J1-

Dnpr.rtment of the Interior, II.

Xullrc for Piilillcnilon.
01

12

0 '03.'7

!

Department of the Interior. U.S. Land Ot
Nov. 71', WIS.
lice nt Roswell. N. M.
Notice is hereby given tli: t John CI. Astrom,
of Tliornhnm, X. M who, on March, 7, 190K,
undo II E. U370 Serial No. 01212, for NKK
nn4 on Nov. S7, 193. nindo add'l. entry Serial
No. 020027, for NWX. Section 11, Townshlp7S.
Uunge33 B. N. M. 1. Meridian, tins Hied notice
of Intention to niiilie llniil three year proof
to establish clitlm to the land uhove described,
before Dan C. Savage. U. S. Commissioner,
In his ofllce at Kenna, N. M. on Jan, I I, 1113.
Claimant namesas witnesses:
Neil P. Hookey, of Elida. N. M. John O
llnifhes. and James Iloren, of Valley View, X
M., Henry M. Seyit. of Thornham, N, M.
lii.'lilatcr.
T. C. TlI.tiTsoN,
D13 J 10

S.

Land Olllce at Koswell X. M.. Nov. 30, 1012.
Notice Is hereby clven that WilliamCJ. Tannehill. of Home 3. El'.dn. N. M. who, on Jan
1909, made u. K. Serial Xo 010305. for KVM
Section II, Township 6 a, Kutiire 33 E. N, M. 1
Meridian, has Hied notice of intention to make
Flna' t:iree year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Dan C. Sav
aire. U. S. Commissioner, In his olllce at Kenna
X. M. on January 13. l'ttJ,

names

'.

Bice, of Uoswcll, N. M.

T. C. TILLOTSOX,

D1J

Register.

J10

xotick foii nin.it'ATio.N
OW.51

Department of the Interior, U. S. Laud OfNov. 3it, 1912.
llce at Koswell, N. M,
Notice Is hereby given that Louis a.Gross
of Thornham, N. M. who on Nov. 11, 181.
made H- K. Serial No. 026651. for SH. See.
10, Township.

0 H., Range,

a

I

E. X. M. P,

of intention to

Department

Lad Ofliee at
3. I'M i. . Notice

cf the Interior,
Roswell. N. M.

S.

IT.

Dec

non-coa- l

F. S.

07351

Depurtmcnt of the Interior,

U. S. Land
Offluo it Fort Sumner. X. M. Nov. 2D. 1912.
Notice Is hereby triven that Oliver Powell
of Elida. X, M. who. on Dec. 1 1. 1909, made II.
E. (additional) Xo. 07353, for Lots 1 and 5. S'.:
NE.U Section 2 Township 3 S. KanireSO E, X
M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of intention
to make Final three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before
In his
Dan C. Savmtc. U. 8. Commissioner,
oftleo at Kenna. N. M. on I'e'j. 3. 191".

Claimant names as witnesses:

O. Illatkford, of Elida, X. M. Joseph
Coopor. William II. Cooper: of Kenna, X
M. and Marshall Powell, of Elida, X. M.

Joseph

A

.

D37-J3-

r

i.

P27-.::- il

1

OHIO')

031010

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, nt Roswell, N. M Nov.

bus tiled notice of intention 10 make
year-proo- f
.to establish claim to the
ilfscrlbod, beforo Dan C. Savajre. V,
slouxr, In his ollico at Kenna, N. M.

Final
land abov

-

8 Comnils-

on Feb.

1,

Notice is hereby given that Willlnin 1913.
H. Wood, of Kennii, N. M. who on Feb. ,'0.
Clair.iant names as witnesses:
1008, made II, K.
Serial No Ollioo, for
Joseph A. Cooper, William 11. Cooper. Luther
EH 8 WW, 8W!4 S'.V. Section IO; and SE
M. Caruilchacl, Claud L. Cnrry, all of Kenna,
SEX. Section S7: and on Dec. 7. I'io'i, made N. M.
C C. IlENKV.
add'l. entry. Serial No 031010. for NE'i XWH.
D37-- J 31
Ketfister.
VIW 14 NEH. EH XEU. Section 31. Township
Police for I'lihlit'iilion.
0 S., Kanne 31 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
has
non-co07179
F. .
tiled notice of intention tolnake llnal three
Department of the Interior, U. S.
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
nnd Office at Port Sumner, N. M..
above described, before Dan C. Suvuue, IT. Nov.
20, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that
In his olllce at Kenna, N.
S, Commissioner,
Marlon E Lovelady, of Kenna, N. M, who.
M. on January 11, 1013.
on Jan. 3, 1910, made II. E. (additional) No.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Malvin E. Seely, John A. Kinimons, Pink 07170, for SW' Section 3, Townships'1. Kanye
L. Clubb. John A. Jones. II of Kcliiui, N. M. 20 K., N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of
Proof, to
intention to make llnal three-yea- r
D13 J10
T. C Tilijtson Ilcaister.
establish claim to the land above described.
1T
H.
Commissioner
before Dun C, Savsue,
NOTICE FOR ITBLKWTIOX.
in hisonieeal Kenna, N.M. on Feb. 4, I01B.
026:i7
'nitnant names as witnesses:
Charlie il. Wear. Ceorue T. LiltleCeld,
j. pHitmcnt of the Interior, U. S
V. Fiy. Juson T. Uandy. all of Kenna.
Harvey
M
Nov
N.
Office
Roswell,
at
Land
C. C. IIehht,
30.1011.
Nodee is hereby itlveii that Oscar NT. M.
n87.'31
Keuister.
A. Grots, of Thornham. N. M who, n Nov. II.
1911. made H JO. Serial No. 02UU7. for Ni,
S0TICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Neo;ion-i9- .
Township bS. Ka'nue II K- N. M. P.
02e3t
Meridian, lias Hied notice of intention to mal.o
iopartmont of tho Interior. U. S. Land
tlnal thiee year proof, to establish claim to the Office at Koswell N. M. D "i. IH. tail.
Notlco is hereby given tout F. I ii !'
land above described, before Dan C. Savane.
ilman. for the heirs of Peter E. UlPnan, of
Commissioner, in hisoPlcttat Kenna, N,
U.
Nobe. N. M. lo, on Nov. 11. I'.hS. mado H. E.
M. on Jan. 13. 1013.
Ser. No. 140031 for NEW, E'j SWk, See. SI,
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Millard C. Ilaker. Uobert C. linker. Fred W Townships S. Kaniro 31 E. and XH N W H Sec.
Davis, these of Nobe, X. M. and Louis (I. (Jross 19, Township 0 S. Kanue 33 10. N. M. 1. Merid- .
an, has lllcd notice of intention to make three
T. C.
of Thornham, N. M.
1)13 J10
Itcitjltl. year Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, hefora t'.'E. Toombs, U. 8.
Commissloner.in his ofllce nt New Hope, N. M,
Know Bttter Now.
on February C 1913,
Tommy,' you
80, mill.

should har
Teacher
known better than to fight with that
boy.
Tommy I know,
Wl'llam
i;: i nt. but 1 thought I could lick blm.
ilettlth and Home.

Dec.

1912.
Notice is hereby t'lven that
Joe C Klley, of Valley View. N. M., who, oq
Feb. 13, 90f, made II. E. Ml'.'7 Serial No.
014010. for SE!. Section 31, Township 0 south
Rsntre 33 enst, N. M. I. Meridian, hns filed
notice of Intention to make Final three-yeaproof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before Dan C. Saraire. U. S. Commissioner, in his ofllce at Kenna, N.M, on the
21st day of January 1913.

Claimant names ns witnesses:

(jcorue H. Neweombe, Jake A. Toombs.
Jake F. Warner. James C. Hicks, nil ! Nw
T, l Tlllctson,
Hope, N, M.
.

J7-J-

Hesister.

FOR PUBLICATION.
o:irr.
of the Interior,
V.

01104:1

of the Interior, U. S.
Land Ofllce at Roswell, X. M. r.ec. 27,
Xotlee is hereby gien that William A.8hlra,-oBoa. N- M. who. on frpt. 13, lw, made If.
10. 02KIS3.
for NH'!, !ec. sc, and or. May 15,
1010, made additional II. 10. (n)74?, for the
K
SIV'l section 23. Tow i.ship 8 south Range
X. M. P. Meridian, lias filed notice of intention
to make llnal three-yeaI'roof, to establish
claim to tho land above (lesbrlbed. before If.
P. Lively, 17. S. Commissioner, In his ofllce at
Elkma. N; l. on February 7, 191 .1.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Kinnin I.ee. Richard K. Reagan. Oscar
Clark, John II. Clark, all of lloui, N. M.
T, C. Tillotsos,

J3r;

S.
M.,

10.

Register.

Department

P.

Land Office at Roswell, X. M.:

Dec. 10, IWU'.
Notice Is hereby riven thnf August Schullz,
M.,
X.
1,11
nxw, made
1:1,
Elklns,
of
who
II. 11. 1413-1Srrial No, oMr3, for NUM.
Sec. 7. antlon D re. ID. loot, nisdc add'l. entry
Ser. Xo. oil '',. for Lots 1. 2. 3, antl 4. See. a,
Township 6, S. Riingc 2s, 10. X. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to inalte

three

year Proof, to establish claim to tbe lefli
above described, before II. P. Lively. V. ft.
Commissioner, In his ofllce t Elklns. N. M i
on Feb. ft, 1913.
.

Claimant lMtnes as witnoHses:
James L. Chatten. Charles Miller. Lewis Off,
these of Elklns, N. M. and Skyler J. Vfgrd, of
Alva. X. M.
C. TlLLosoa1,
31
KeolKtcr.
J3-J-

Notice for Puhlic.iiioB.

11,

01814

0U4i--

Xi.llce fur Pulillcallitsf.

Department of tho Interior,

014-1-

Depnrtmcr.t of the Interior,

f.

S. Land
Ofllce a t Rosw ell, N. M.
flee. 21, 1912.
XOTfCIO Is hereby pivon that William
T, Greening, of Judson, N.M. who. on Teh.
14, I900. made II. 10. 14141. Ser. No. 014OT,2 for
NKX Sec. 31. Township S. Range 33 E.. X'.
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of Intention
to make final three year Preef, to eetablisb
claim to tbe land above described, before
DanC. Savage, U. S. Commissioner, in bis
office, at Kenni, N. M. on Feb. 10, 19U.

Claimant names as witnesses:

John H. Ford, James Iloren. John Q. Hughe
Department of the Interior, U. S. John A. Scott, William A. McDowell. Edgar these of Judson N. M. O. Alice McAlister of
T. c. Tiu.otbon.
Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Dec. E. Lee, Malvin E. Seely, all of Kenna, N, Valley View. N. M.
Register.
11,1012.
J3r
Notice Is hereby eiven that Cieorje M,
T. C. Tii.LOT.sos,
W. Overley. of Uoaz. N. M. who, on Dec. II.
J3r7
Keister.
Notice for Publication.
1603. made H. E. Serial No. 02ICC2,
for NH of
012260
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Section 13. Tow nship 7 south. Rani;e 30 east.
Department ot tho Interior, V. S. Land
X.IM. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of Inten021603
01422S
tion to make Filial three-yenDepartment of the interior, U. S. Office at Roswell. X. M. Dec. 21. 1912.
Proof, to esNotice is hereby given that Elwood Moore,
tablish claim to the land above described, Land Office at Roawell. N. M. Dec. 27, U12.
before Dnn C. Favaire, V. S, Commissioner In
Notice Is hereby gifcn that Henry P. Lively, of Elkins, X". M. w ho, on Morch20, 1007, ninde
his ofilee at Kenna, N. M, on Jan- II. 1013.
of Elklns. N. M who. on March t, 1908, made II. E. 115.38. Serial No. 011209. for EH XEX ond
Claimant names as witnesses:
H. E. 11317. Ser. No. 014125 for NWX Sec. 10. KM SF.X. Section 5. Township 7 S. Kunge28 10.
William B. Scott, and John A. Scott of and on Jan. 31, l'HO.
made additional H. E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenKenna, X. M.. Marion O. Mills and Prier I., 021600, for KfM, Serf 10, all in Township 7 S, tion to inslie Final
Proof, to esBaker, of Boa.. N. M.
T, C. T111.0TSOS,
tablish claim to the land above described,
Range 28 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
D2'1 d 17
Register.
of intention to make Final Three year before II. P. Lively, V. R. Commissioner, in
XOTICE FOR I'LBL1CATI0.
Proof, to establish claim to the land above his ofllce at Elkins. X. M, on Feb. 7. 1913.
012152
Claimant names as witnesses:
before Dan C. Savage, U. S. ComDepartment of the Interior, IT. S described,
Jeorge C. Cooper. Oscar 11 Morrison, Benmissioner in his ofllce, at KenDii, N. M on
Land Ofllce at Roswell. N.M.
Dec. 11. 1911
jamin L. Cooper, JnmesO. Hicks, nil of Elkins,
Notice is hereby Riven that Archiel R. the 7th day of February, 1913.
N'. M.
T. C, Tillotson.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Martlev, of iloiiz. N. M.. who on Mureh. 13.
Register.
Louis N. Todd, Oeorge C. Cooper, William T
1907, made II. 10. 113K0. Serial No. 012152. for
E! Section 33. Township 6 S., Range 29 E. 8. Burns. Bert X. Muncy. a of Elklns, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of Intention
T. C.
r.21134
J.lt-to make Final
Register.
Proof, to establish
Department of the Interior. V. S. Land
claim to the land above described Before RegOflk'e at Roswell. N. M. Dec. 13. 112.
ister or Receiver 17. S. Land Ofllce, at KosNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
N'OTH.'K is hereby ulvcn that Lawrence
well, N. M. on January 23th 1111.1.
013999
A. (iray, of Jenkins. X. M. who. on Jan. 18. 1910,
Claimant names as witnesses-RebeccDepartment of the Interior, U. S. made II. E. Sei. No. 021434. for NWX, See. 17
Robeson, William Robeson. Charlie
nnd Office, at Roswell, N. M., Jan. 6, nnd NEX. Sec, 18 Township. S S., Range 31 E.,
1. Arree, Ray Levers, all of Roswell, N. M.
1013.
Notice is hereby given that James Q. X. M. P. Meridian, lias filed notice of InV'.0-T. C. Tii.ivrsoN,
Register.
Hughes, of Valley View, N. M., one of the tention to make three-yeaProof, to establish
JiOTICE
heirs of James M. Hughes, who, on Feb. 10, claim to the hind above described, before W.
0:013
021311
10C8,
II. E. 14073, Serial No. 013099, for R. Blunnhsrd. V S. Commissioner. In his omee
Department of tho Interior, U. S. NEX made
Section 33, Township e s. Range 33 K. at Jenkins, X. M. on Feb. 7, 1913.
' and Office at Rcswell, N. M., Jan. 6, X, M. P, Meridian, has tiled notice bf IntenClaimant names ns witnesses:
VflJ
tion to mako llnal three-yeaPendleton D. Norton, Eugene R. Norton.
Proof, to eatab-llsolalm to the land above described, before Ernest Carruth. Cleve Iiby, nil of Jenkins, N.
Notice Is hereby given that Jamri G.
M.
T. C. Tn.LoTnoar;
Ituirhes. of valley View. N. M., who, on Nov. Dun C. Savage, U. S. Commissioner, In
TtesbateT.
11, l'HB. made II. E. Serial No. e3'M3. for SW X
J3'?
" Kenna. N M. on Feb. 10. 1013.
Claimant names at witnesses:
and on Jan. 10. 1010. made add. ent ry, serial
Xollce
for Publication.
No. 021311. for NW X Section 33, Township a
John O. Vhitaker. Olive A. McAlister
r'57f
south, Range 33 tost, N. M. P. Meridian lias Kiley Martin, these of Valley View, N. M. and Depnrtmrnt of the Interior, V. S. Land
ofllce at Roswell. V M Dec. 16. 1912.
Hied notlct of intention to make Final three-yeaJames Burton, of Elida, N, M.
Notice Is hereby given that Jsoaea C.
proof, to establish claim 10 the land
T. C. Tlllotson, Register.
HlcUs. of New Hope, N. M. who, on Oct.
bescrihed, before Dan C. Savage. U. S.
l12. made II. E. Serial No. 020377. for SEX.
XOTICK I'OIl l'lULICATIOX.
Commissioner, In hisoffice at Kenna, N. M. on
Sli XEX. SEX. NWX nnd XEX SWX. Sec. 19,
IWPtl '
Feb. 10. 1013.
Department of the Inlcrlor, U. S. Land Township. 0 S. K. 35 E. VM. P. Meridian, haa
Claimant, names nt witnesses:
Office at Roswell. N m. Deo 37, 1912.
Died
of Intention to make three-yeaNollco .s hereby given that John G. I'roof,notice
John O. WhltaUer. Olive A. MoAlisier, Riley
to establish claim to the land above
Riddle,
Koute
of
N.M.
3.
Elida.
who,
on
Jan. described, before Charles E. Toombs, U, S.
Martin, of Valley View. N. M. and James
10, 1910. made 11.10. 021312, for SH Section 6,
Burton, of Elida. N. M.
Commissioner, in his office at Xew Hope. N, M.
Township
7 S., Range 32 E., N. M P. MeridT. C. TILLOTSON,
on the 6U1 day of Feb. 1913.
ian, has filed notice of Intention to make
Register. Final three-yeClaimant names as witnesses:
proof,
r
to
claim
establish
to
.
t 10
Clcorge H. Neweoinbe, Jake A. Toombs,
the land above described, before Dan C. Jake F. Wasmer, John 10. Plusamer,
all of
Kotire for Puhlicatioii.
savage, U. S. Commissioner, in his office, Nobe, N. M.
T. C. Tillotson,
011491
031654
at Kenna, N. M. on Feb. 15, 1913.
" Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Land Office at Koswell. N. M. Dec. 27. 1012.
10d
ard McCown. James II. McArthur, John
Notice for Publication.
Notice is hereby given that Richard It. II. Ward, all of Route 3. Elide. N. M. and
0I4O2I
021519
Resiran. of Boaz, N. M. w ho, on Nov. H.
John A. Rogers, of Kenna, N. M.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
T. C. TILLOTSON.
mad H E. Xo, 10156. Ser. Xo.011491, for Lots
Kegister.
J10FH
Land Office, at Roswell, N. M.,
3. 4, 5 aud SEX NWM of Section e. and on
Feb. It, 1910. made additlonul II. E. 031654, for
Dec. 17, 1012. Notice Is hereby given that
Notice for Publication.
SWX, of Sec. 31, all In Township 7 S. Range
Prier L. Baker, of Doaz, N. M., who, on
0213IS
30 E. X, M. P. Meridian hs tiled notice of In
Feb. 11. 1908. made H. 10. 14102. Ser. No. 014021,
Department
U.
S.
Interior,
Land
of
the
for SEX. and on Jan. SI, l10, made additional
tention to make Ilnul5an3 3 tear Proof to es- Land Olice at Roswell. X. M. Dec. 27, 1912.
tablish claim to the land abova described,
Notice Is hereby given that Clarence (. entry, Ser.7 No. 021519 31for SWM all in Sec. II..
Township
E. N. M. P. Meridian
S., Range
befce Dan C. Suvage, 17. S. Commissioner, In HuggiQB. at Route 3, Elida, N. M. who. on Jan-ihis office at Kenna. X. M on Feb. 13, 1913.
has tiled notice of Intention to make three
1010. made II. E. 081313 for XEX. Sec. 8. and
year
I'roof, to establish claim to the land
Claimant names as witnesses:
NWX fee. 9, Township T S. Range 31 C, X. M
William L L Porker, William Horner, Marlon P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to above described, before Dun C. Savage, U.
in his ofllce at Kenna. N.
Commissioner,
S.
O. Mills. CharlasJ. Acree. all of Boaz, N.M. make llnal three-- ear I'roof. to establish
M. on the 0th day of Feb. 1913.
T C, TlI.LOTSoN,
claim to the land above described, before Dan
Claimant names as witnesses:
Uegister,
J3T7
C. SaTage, U. S. Commissioner,
in bis ofWilliam B.
tieorce Overley. of Boa 7., N.
15, 113,
M.
fice
on
Kenna,
X.
at
Feb.
Notice for I'tihllrution.
Scott, JohB A, Ktuimons, John A, Scott, allef
Claimant names as witnesses:
02 133
T. C. TUlotson.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. I.and James MoArthur, old ward McCowr, Abu M, Kenna, N. V.
Register.
Office at Roswell, N.M. December. U, 191K. Quite, all of Koute 3, Ellds, X. M. aud John
Notice Is hereby tfiven thut
Mattie A. Rogers, of Iienna. X. M.
Qray, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on Jan.
. 1010,
T. C. Tn.LOT.W5, Register.
made H. E. Ser. No. 01US5 for W;j, Sec. ll,
Etta (Many Years OK.
I'ewnshipS south, HaiiKe 34 east. N. II. P.
4laooV7
A
aiew hat renutrkaWle
Notice for Publication.
Meridian, lias filed notice of Intention
waa luade U 44elisklBC tha Juatl-elar02113A
014111
proof,
to
make Final
kuUalan U Jail aijoaj. Qiao
Department of the Interior, U. S.
establish claim to tho land above de- - Untl
Office at Roswell, N. M., Jan. lew. Ml aiew mmm tke raft era vaa a
crihcil, beforo William It. Illanehard. U S.
talala II ttV, whlck
I, 1013. Notice is hereby given that Ford E. kea'a aaat
Commissioner, ut his office at Jenkins
my
kave lata
Stokes, of Boaz, N. M. who. on Feb. .20, ions, ikoae wke
S. M. on the 7th day of Fehruarv 1913,
014111,
No.
14211.
tarty
When
SEX.
yetgra.
H.
E.
Serial
for
made
far
tkere
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
akut
Pendleton D. Norton. Eugene- - It. Norton' Section 11; and on Dec, 21, 1000, made add'l. aue4 te tha air tka ess 4 late! to! 1st
Earnest Carruth, Lawrence A. Gray, all of entry Serial No. 021136. for NEX. Section 14. 4aat.
T. C. Tillotso.
Township 7 south. Range 13 east, N. M. P.
Jenkins. N. M.
,13 17
Register.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
anal th'ee year Proof, to establish claim to
Notice for Publication.
the land above ileserlLeO. before Dan C.
Ingenious Spider Web.
OH 1.13
Spider have a number of ingaaloae
Department of tho Interior, U. S. Savage. U. S. Commissioner, la his ofllce at
Kenna. N. M. on Feb. 1'. I'M J,
waya of allurln
Land Office at Roswell. X. M. Deo. 28, 191?.
and catching their
Claimant names aa witnesses:
prey. A writer describes an Americaa
Notice is hereby given that Cleve Irby, ot
H.
Murion
William
I.ee
Horner.
Robertson.
Jenkins, X. M. who, on Jan. IH, 1910, made H.
plder which haunts evergreea treea.
E. Serial Xo. 021133. for SW'X Sec. 17, and SEX O. Mills. William C. Maples, all of Boaz. N. M. and anares Its
dinner by means of a
C.
Jio-T.
Keglate'
Tlllotson,
Section 1C, Township 9 8. Range 31 10.. N. M.
kind cf lassoo. The web of the apleer
P. Meilaian, has nled notice of intebtlon to
la triangular In form.
Two cornera
intke final three year Proof, to establish claim
of the triangle are attached to twtga.
te the land above described, bffore W. It.
Truth In
Nutshell.
Blanchard. U. S. Commissioner, In his oftico at-- l
As Puck Mid. "What fools theia him-Ul- a but tha other corner, which ends la
Jenkins N, M. on Feb- ". 1013
be!" If there ware no fool there a single thread, la held by the spider,
Claimant names as' witnesses:
would
be no rojuaa. Juat aa If there perched on a neighboring twig. Wheat
Pendleton D. Norton. K gene K. Norton
a fly strikes tbe web the spider loea
Ernest Carruth. Lawrence A. Cray, all of vbr no filth there would be no Clea, ens
hla hold and the elastic threads
in il there were no awampa there
Jenkins. N. M.
T. '. Tim.othok,
Instantly entangle the victim.
j:-rwould be no roootiultoee.
Register.

Claimant navies ns witnesses:

021002

Cri07l8

010MS1

Meridian, has Hied notice
to establish
.make llnal three year pro-jfC. C. Htnkv. Heiiister.
claim to the land above described, before
ruhlicnUon.
Noiicc
for
his
Commissioner,
in
U.
Savage,
S.
Dan C.
031
07373
F. S.
non coal
office at Keuna. X. M. on Jan. 13, 1013.
Claimant navies a .vlnjssi's:
Department cf the ' Interior, l S
Millard C.Baker. Uuberl C. Baker, Tied V. Land Olllce at Fort Sumner. X. M. Nov. 12
Davis, these of Nobe, N. M., untl Oscar A. 11112. Notice is hereby ulvcn that Claud L.
Gross, of Thornham, X. M.
Curry, of Kenna, N.M. who, on July 2, luuf,
T. C. TILLOTSON.
No. 031, for tW!, Section
Heglster. made H. E. Serial 19JK),
D13J10
made add'l. entry, Ser'
8. and on Dee. 11.
X o,07373, for X V!
Section 7, Township 5 S,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lianire 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
OlOttX
thiee-yeaDepartment of the Interior, U. S notice of intentionto make Final
prooT. to establish claim to the land abovede-se.v
(. fiii-I
M.,
i.tsivoil,
at
aim
Dan C. Savatro. U. S. Com
ibed,
30. ion.
Notice is hereby clven thut Doss aiissloner,before
In his ofllce at Kenna, N. M on the
Slack, of Koute 3. Hilda, X. M. who, on Aug, 1st day of February 1913.
IS, 1000, made II. E. Serial NO.0I0S2I. for SH
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sec. SO. Township e S, Knnge 33 10.. X. M. P
inichael. Luther M. Carmlch
Charles
to
make
Meridian, has Hied notice of Intention
ael. Joseph A. Cooper William H. Cooper, all
r
claim
three-yeaestablish
I'roof, to
Final
C C. Hknby,
of Kenna, X. M.
to the land above desciibed. before Din C
Heitister,
his
olllce
Commissioner,
in
ul
Savage. U. S.
X0T1CE
FOR
I'lllLlCATIOX.
11)13.
M.
on
IS.
N.
Jan.
Kenna.
07517
F. S.
non coal
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S.
Department
of
Interior,
the
P.
(i.
Tannelilll.
Miller,
William
John
Ira
?intth. these of Route 3. Elida, N, M. and Land Olllce at Fort Sumner. X. M. Nov.
1012,
Not leu is hcneby ifivcn that Charles I),
Loman L. Peach, of Judson, X. M. '
farmlchacl, of Kenna, X. M , who, on Jan. SO,
1)13 J 10
T. C, Tillotson, Register.
lain, inad.i add.l. II. K. Ser. Xo. 07317, for SW
Sec. Hi), Tpw. 5 S.Uanire 31 E N. M. P. Meridian,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
three- .

Aoli'o for rtihlicHtion.
oHoio
Department of tho Interior, t
Land Office, at Roswell, N.

NOTICE

031743

D13-.11-

as witnesses:

'.

to enter under the provisions of Section 27ii
It, S. U. S. the following described hind.
SW.ofthc SM'4- - of Sec. 0, Township C, S.
Itan:;e IS II. of the X. M. P. M.
Any and all persons claiming ndtersely thr
Innds'deseiibed. orjlesirinir to object because
of the mineral character of the land, or for
any other reason to the disposal to applicant.
should nic their iiJlldavits of prolesi in this
olllce. on or before the 2(lhday or Jan. 1013.
T. c. TiMrris, Keglgter.

02 1T.3

r

r

Frank II. McGrew. Kd Mcliride. Deroy
Cave, these of Elkins. N. M. and William

Notice for Publication.

Whit-ake-

H.

020681

rrnurATiox.

0207.13

Koswell. N. M. Land Office.
Dec. in, 1912.
Noticfiis hereby ui
that Charles S. faisk,
of Roswell, County of Chaves. Stnte of New
Mexliso. husllled In this office his application

U. S.
Land Offlee at Roswell. X. M, Dec. 27. 1012.
Notice Is hereby given that John I'uckett.
of Kenna. N. M., who, on March 2), 1908, made
H. E. 11560 Serial 014103, for XVi NWU
Sec. Kit. and EH XEX. 8ec. 31, and on May 14,
1909. made add l.entry, 0181H, for WH NEX,
NWX SEX and NEX SWX. Section 11, all lo
Township 6 S Range 31 E. N. V. P. Meridian,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimtmt nameM 113 witnesses:
Ira P. Assiter. James Iloren, John O.
has Died notice of Intention 10 make final
Charles H. Slack. John V, Pounds. John P.
these of Valley View, N. M., and John three-yeaProof, to establish claim to the
Smith, these of Koute 3 Elida, N. M. and
I, Oman L, Peach, of Judson, N. M.
0. Astrom, of Thornhntn. N. M.
land above described, before Dan Q. Savage
D20-J- I7
U. S. Commissioner, in his office at Kenna,
T. C. Tlllotson. ReL'ister.
T. C. Tillotann. Register.
N. M, on the 7lhday of February 1913Aotke for i'nlillration.
X0TICE FOR rillLICATIOX.

is hereby icivcn that CharleB
Slack of Route 3, Elida. X. M. who. on
August 20, 1'.iod,
H. E. KM. Serial No.
Department ot tlio Interior, lT. S. oioeoi. for Lots 3made
and I; and KM SW.'i': and
Lund Office nt Roswell, N. M., Nov. on Nov. 13, 191. made add'l. entry. Serial
11. 1912.
Xo. 030MS. for S1CU Sec. 7, Twp. 0 S. llanite 33
Notice la herehy given tliat William 10., s.M. p. Meridian has Hied notice of Inten
N"
on
who,
M.
nf
R Hitchcock,
tion to make llnal 5 nnd 3 yenr proof to estab
Nov.
9, 1909, made homestead entry lish claim to the land above described, before
and Dan C. 8avai?e. U. S. Commissioner,
serial no. 02o81, for w!i mwX section
In his
northeast X; north M of the northwest X ofllre at. Konna, N. M. on Jan. 13, 11)13.
1'7
Range
catt
Claimant names ns witnesses:
section 22, Township 6 south.
Henry O. Carson, John W. Pounds. John P.
n. m- pin. nan filed notice of intention
Smith,
these of Koute 3, E'.ida. X. M. and
Proof, to cs'ablish
to make llnal three-yeaclaim to' the land above described, before Loman L. Peach, of Judson, X M.
D13J10
T. C. Tilio'son. Kciiister.
Register or Receiver. U. K. l and Olllce, at
Koswell, N. M. on Jan. 13,
Aolice for rtililkittion.

N'otice for Publication.

0TICE FOR
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NATURALLY.

BLAME PLACED ON PHYSICIANS

DEEP PLOWING

Growth of Drug Habit In United States
Alleged to Be Due to Opiates
Ordered In Prescriptions.

Dominant Factor In Carrying Mol
ture Over Winter for the Prod reduction of. Good Crop.

99 per cent, of all the cocaine
and morphine manufactured in this
country Is used by persons who have
formed the drug habit through physicians' prescriptions is the startling
statement nindo by Dr. L. P. Kebler,
Chief of the Division of Drugs, Department of Agriculture. This statement,
concerning the appalling growth of
drug addiction In the United States,
was made by Dr. Kebler In an address
at Washington, before the American
Society for the Study of Alcohol and
Narcotics.
Dr. Kebler is quoted by Washington
papers as having declared that drug
using had increased 100 per cent. In
the last 40 years, and that American
medical men were not discriminating
enough in their use ot opiates. Their
overindulgence to their patients, .he
said, Is creating thousands of drug
users every year.
"It is a very sad thing to say that
our physicians are doing the greatest
work in promoting the use of cocaine
and morphine," said the doctor. "State
laws are not saving the public from
the grip of the drug habit, and the
American public is sinking tighter
and tighter into the black abyss of
the morphine and cocaine fiend.
"The worst of It is that the importation of opium Into the country Is
becoming larger and larger year by
year. I have heard it said on reliabU
authority that 99 per cent, of the cocaine and morphine manufactured in
this country is used by persons who
have formed the habit through doctors' prescriptions."
Almost simultaneously with Dr. Keb-ler'- s
address, Dr. J. A. Patterson, at
Grand Rapids, Michigan, in a public
statement said that 19 out of every 20
patients who come to an Institution
with which he is connected for treatment for the drug habit owe their
downfall to physicians' prescriptions.

It Is wonderful how little moisture
penetrates our harder soils In summer, no matter how abundant the rain-

That
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8ha I understand that Maud's marriage was a great shock to all her
friends.
He Tes; I heard she married an
elctrical engineer.
He's Not a Chicken Fancier.
Speaking of chickens a funny man
writing In Puck says:
"They are the most dadbusted,
creatures that walk the family acre. Almost everybody tries to
raise chickens at one time or another.
Looks easy that's the deceiving part
f It
"And It Is easy after you learn one
thing. Little chickens don't know
anything, medium sized chickens don't
know anything. If there is any change
of an Intellectual nature as the size
Increases the big ones know less, if
possible, than the little ones.
"If there 1b a wire partition In your
pen with an open door at one end the
chickens will try to plunge through
the wire Instead cf going around and
walking through the door."

"How do you know your speech
made such a profound impression?"
asked the doubting friend. "There
wasn't very much cheering."
"That's Just the point," replied Senator Sorghum. "I am one of the orators to whom my constituents would
Problem In Physics.
rather listen than hear themselves apA native of T., on the coast of Scotplaud."
land, when the contract for the building of the first three steamers fitted
with electric lights at the local shipBalanced.
Representative Pujo was talking in yard was completed, formed one of
the social party gathered to entertain
Washington about the currency.
"It must balance," he said. "It the electricians, says Ideas. In a
must balance automatically and deli- burst of candor and comradeship, he
cately. It must resemble the Christmas was heard to say to one of the wire-mehusband."
" 'Oh, John, dear,' said this chap's
"Mon, Peter, efter workln' wl' you
wife, 'I'm so sorry you've got all those on they boats, I believe I could put In
the electric licht masel', but there'a
heavy parcels to carry I'
"'Well, you see,' John panted, re- only one thing that bates me."
"Aye, aye, Sandy, what is that?"
assuringly, 'my pocket Is very much
Inquired his Interested friend, willing
lighter now."
to help him if It lay in his power.
"Tveel, mon," replied Sandy, "it's
The Distinction.
"I'd marry a man not of words, but Jdlst this: I dlnna ken hoo yet get
'.he lie tae rin alang the wires."
of deeds."
"So would L If they were title
A ragtime philosopher says that
deeds."
lemons are only fit to hand to people.
8traggllng Along.
"Is that a monthly rose?"
Constipation causes many pprlous diseases.
Is thoroughly cured by Doctor Pierce's
"It looks more like a weakly one It
Pleasant Pellets. One a laxative, three for
to me."
cathartic Adv.
n:

The surest stepping Btone to matrimony Is a solitaire.

Ml

Women who marry for a home pay
big rent.

BIG

BENEFIT

less

with such soils hardly prepare one tor
when one goes
forth to plow.
The moisture falling so late this
season there has not been so much
evaporation, and In some soils I have
observed the downward penetration
has been much greater than with a
great deal more precipitation In the
summer months, and it Is likely to
endure for some time, giving an opportunity for deep plowing.
It is not necessary here to urge deep
plowing Is suitable to all conditions.
The point is, is It not necessary to
our hard land, especially those to be
dry farmed?
Merely as a matter of carrying over
water in the soil and for the entrance
of later rain, and show, la It not the
one most dominant factor In producing crops; Is not the question of making use of our denser dry soils one of
bringing them more to the porous
condition of a sandier soil, which absorbs all the rainfall and a great deal
of snow before It evaporates In our
warm sun and dry atmosphere?
If the answer is yes, then the importance of plowing deeply when conditions are favorable as at present
must not be overlooked unless we
have command of deep tillage tools
and power to operate them, and even
with these a less expensive result will
be claimed than in a dry time.
I have not the data and do not know
even that 4t exists to show at what
point gravity overcomes the pumping
power of the sun to draw moisture
from the soil, but it Is at no great depth.
So long os the soil Is kept stored and
pipes are not formed through which
the water can evaporate. Roughly
speaking,- - I should say that when
moisture has descended eight to ten
Inches It will with any reasonable top
mulch either from good plowing or
cultivation continue In large measure
to descend and that short of six inches
it will be very apt to ascend in vapor
and largely disappear, no matter how
carefully we try to retain the dusf
mulch on large tracts of land.
Theoretically the dust mulch will
hold it perhaps also in practice so long
as no cropping Interferes with cultivation, but for practical results It Is
extremely desirable to get the moisture down as far as possible from the
sun's attraction, which raises it to the.
surface to be carried away by winds
and evaporation in an atmosphere
which will with us almost always absorb moisture.
This lame moisture when it has descended to a depth of eight to twelve
Inches lies as a poultice on the subsoil and softens it and descends yet
deeper where In Its original state the
subsoil was quite Incapable of absorbing it in the small quantities which
lay on it for only a short time and
thus we get a penetration of moisture
to five, six or more feet, and have acpermanent
complished
something
quite different from merely wetting
Ave or six inches of top soil by light
plowing.
It Is true that crops will use the
moisture, but Its effects on the subsoil
will remain, for it has become absorb
ent to future rains and snows.
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Always Bought
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
Vegetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food andRegula-lin- g
me S tomachs and Bowels of
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Bears we
Signature

Promotes DigesliorCheerful-nes- s
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perfect Remedy forConslipa-tio-
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Sour Slomach.Diarrhoea
Jeveri stt-ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
.

Worms .Convulsions

NEW YORK.

Exact Copy of Wrappar.
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their dry condition

DAKIUG
POWDER
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ECONOMY

Why not calf shows as well as colt
shows?
Silo agents have bossy on their aids
ot the argument.
Balancing dairy rations Isn't auch a
hard Job after all.
Cobwebs get so thick in aome men's
barns tfct the spiders that spun them
leave.
A comfortable stable reduces the
cost of maintenance and Increases the
flow of milk.
Nothing ran be marketed on the
farm so successfully or so economically as butter.
Clean up one part of the stable. The
chances are that you won't be content to leave the rest dirty.
The sex of eggs cannot be foretold,
theories In this
not one ot the
particular having been proved.
It is poor policy to change the
quarters of hens or pullets while laying, for it usually checks or stops
egg production.
Men who milk with wet hands are
too dirty to associate with cows.
Remember that the wood ashes
that come from the cook stove, fireplaces or furnaces are the best kind
of fertilizer for the orchard.
Unless rotten applea are promptly
removed from the orchard, fruit pests
will have an Ideal place In which to
hibernate during the winter months.
)
The trap nest Is a regular detective.
It tells the racti ot tne case, it tames
the hens. It gives accurate reporU, It
arrests the robber hens. It gives an
honest count and It exposes the fraudulent bens.
old-tim- e

-

tba

no thin? yon ara
looking for in these days
of high living cost Calumet insures a wonder
ful saving in your baking. But it does more.

It insures wholesome food, tasty food uniformly raised food.
Calumet is made right to sell right to bake right. Ask
one of the millions oi women who nse it or ask your grocer.
Mi

L

'

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World Pars Food Exposition. Chleare, VL
Pari Expotflion, Franc. March, 1912.

You don't tone money when yoa bug cheap or big-ca- n
bahjng powder.
Calumet. It'i mon economical mon whilttonm
gtcet bott TetulU. Calumet b fat wperior to tour widit and tenia.

Don't t mlilead. Buy

FOUND WORKS OF STEVENSON

NO LONGER

Manuscripts and Works of Popular
Writer Unearthed In Samoa and
Hawaii, by an Admirer.

Hubby's First and Last, Experience at
a Millinery Store, Was Altogether Too Costly.

It Is learned that a number of new
and relatively Important manuscripts
of Robert Louis Stevenson have been
discovered In Samoa and in Honolulu
by an ardent admirer of the great
novelist, who has been for some time
in both Hawaii and Samoa seeking
such writings of the famous Scotsman
as might possibly be found in the possession of some of the many friends
of Stevenson during his years In the
Pacific.
The result of this research has been
the finding of un essay, said to be
highly poetical in character, written
by the novelist after witnessing a volcano In action, supposedly either the
famed crater of Savall or the pit of
(Cllauea in Hawaii; a piece ot fiction
dealing with South Sea life, and a
number of smaller verse aomposltions.
Still another manuscript, a, blank
verse relation of a
legend
of Maul, of considerable length, "but
unfinished, has also come to light, and
the enthusiastic admirer of Stevenson
feels highly rewarded for his month
of effort.

Congressman Ralph W. Moss of Indiana did not care much for a hat his
wife wore. He finally spoke about It.
Mrs. Moss admitted that it was plain,
and, Instead ot taking exceptions to
her husband's remark, invited him to
accompany her the next time she
bought a hat.
"I can certainly pick out a better
one than that," said Mr. Moss.
So they went to the store together,
Mrs. Moss said not a word as the
comely milliner displayed one beautiful bonnet after another. It was tne
first time Mr. Moss had ever been In
a millinery store, but he appeared to
be at ease, and finally selected one of
the most Joyful creations in the entire stock. Mrs. Moss looked well la
it. She was pleased.
"I'll take that," said the Hoosler
congressman. "How much is It?"
"Fkrty dollars," said the pretty girl
without even a blink.
Mr. Moss saw blue stars, but luckily had just come from the bank
and was able to produce that much,
in cash. Now he lets Mrs. Moss buy
her own bats and he does not complain about their being plain. Judge.

well-know- n

LOGICAL.

SELECTS THE HAT

Geography of Liquor.
Mayor Gaynor, discussing city government in his wonted illuminating
and brilliant way, said In New York:
"We must not have one reform law
for the rich and another for the poor.
It is as bad for the millionaire to gamble In his club as for the laborer to
gamble in a stUBS joint. It is as bad
to become Intoxicated on champagne
as on mixed ale.
"Too many reformers,
think that when a man Is drunk on
Fifth avenue he is ill, and when a
man is 111 on Third avenue he la
drunk."

iff

For Infanta and Children.
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fall may be, and even long experience

h

.
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"The manager always keeps back

a portion of the villain's salary."

"Why does he do that afraid he'd
skip?"
"No; but he always acts his part
better when he'a mad."

Fire In Bank of England.
The first fire within memory occurred at the Bank of England, London, a few days ago. The fire broke
out In the southeastern portion, of
the building. The flooring and Jolst-lnwere considerably damaged. The
outbreak was discovered by the Bank
of England authorities, and subdued
oy their own appliances In 30 minutes. A lieutenant and a dozen men
ot the Irish Guards on duty at the
bank, with fixed bayonets, assisted
the police In keeping the crowd back
from the building.
g

Our Discontent.
Brand Wbitlock, the mayor of Toledo, was talking about discontent.
"It is our discontent, our divine discontent," he said, "that will1 make a
great nation of us.
"I believe - In discontent. I can
sympathize even with the discontented old farmer, who said:
"Contented? When'll I be contented? Wall, I'll be contented when
I own all the land adjoinin' mine and
not befur, be gum!'"
-

Many a man performs his work as
though he thought he was doing the
teas a favor.

Substantial
Breakfast
Pleasure
in every package of

Post
Toasties
Crisp, sweet bits of toasted
Indian Corn, to be served with
cream or milk.

Always

Ready to Eat
Direct From
Package
Always Delicious.
Sold
where.

by Grocers

every-

"The Memory Lingers"
Podum Ccnal Co. Lid.
BattU Geek. Mkh.
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ISLAND OF CRETE AND
IN

'TO

THRACEON

ALLIES
FRONTIER.

THEY STAND PAT

the jump"

OMDBIQPLE
Don't allow yourself to become
discouraged and "out of sorts."
The stomach, .liver and bowels
have become lazy and Inactive,
but a short course of

HOSTETTEirS

London, Jan. 7 The first stage of
the peace negotiations which Is one
W pretense on Turkey's part to avoid
the appearance of yielding to the demands of the allies without pressure
from the nowerB. is now over. It is
expected the second stace will soon
begin, with the powers acting behind
the scenesand pulling the strings
which wljl compel Turkey t(f concede
the bulk of the allies' demands.
Without money, her army Inadequate and demoralized, her statesmen
realize that Turkey is in no condition
to resume hostilities with any chance
of success.
At today's sitting of the conference,
Turkey renounced in favor of the allies her rights In the island of Crete
and promised further rectification of
the Thracean frontier, but Insisted
upon the retention of Adrlanople. The
allies, declared this was not satisfactory and suspended the conference.
That does not mean a rupture of the
negotiations. The conference may be
resumed either by Turkey giving notification that she has fresh proposals
to submit or by the allies on the
ground that they have communications
to make to tho Turks. It is generally
expected the work of the conference
will be taken up again at the end
of the week, when the festivities in
connection with the orthodox Christmas are ended.
The allies today held a short meeting before the official sitting atid discussed possibilities with reference to
the statement which Recital Pasha
had been asked to make respecting the
Balkan ultimatum and agreed that if
Bechad made important concessions,
without absolutely conceding theal-lies- '
demands, they would adjourn the
sitting until Friday, in order to allow
time to consult their respective governments
Expectation was intense when the
Servian delegate, Stojan Novakovitch,opened the session. Rechad Pasha, be
fore reading his statement, made a
brief speech. , He said that Turkey
was prepared to give, further proof
of her conciliatory spirit and desire
to avert bloodshed, but he regretted
that the allies ' seemd determined to
concede nothing on their part and bad
turned a deaf ear to humanitarian

-

Arrest Friend of Webber.
San Francisco, Jan.. 7. Aaron Morris, arrested last night in a room
where he had hidden quantities of morphine; cocaine and opium, admitted to
.the police today that he. knew
"Bridgle" Webber of the New York
underworld, who testified against Lieutenant Becker In the Rosenthal murder case, and that he had left N'ew
York in company with Webber. Then
he refused to talk more.
.

Former U. S. Treasurer Dead.
Covington, Ind., Jan. 7. Enos H
Nebker, treasurer of the United States
under President Harrison, died here
today.
Dynamlers Will Give Bond Soon.
Chicago, Jan. 7. Bonds
for the
thirty-twlabor leaders cosvicted in
the dynamite suits and in whose cases
appeals were granted last week, will
be submitted to the United States clr
cult court of appeals in Chlcaso with
in the next ten days, attorneys for' the
defendants said tonight. The bonds
will not, as was first announced, be
submitted to Judge Anderson, who
presided la the case at li.u:anapo!ib.
District Attorney Miller, who prosecut
ed the case, will be asked to aid in
passing on the sureties.
o
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Conference AwalU More Concessions
Allies Expect Turkey to Relent
Further Condition of Empire
and Powers' Plans Will
8top the War.

"

Her Incredrble, Otherwise.
brother Is making mora
than he can spend.
Goodness! Where's he workthe mint?

My

STOMACH

BITTERS

will soon make things right.

strengthens the entire

It

"inner

prevents
Colds
man,"
and
Grippe and makes you strong
and vigorous. Try it.
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COLLEGE ANNOUNCEMENT

- Darling

4 baker Chiropractic College Chartered
Now open to receive Students, btmudard and
course. College home fully and
neatly equipped, and owned by the association.
Terms reasonable. Write for catalogue, or
It
fill one Market 4314. Office, School and Han
640 South Emporia, Wichita, Kansart
DISGRACED:
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AMBITION

8mall Girl 8omewhat Crudely Expressed Her Desire to Be a
Teacher When She Grew Up.
At one time or another during the
ward school life of a little girl there
prevails the ambition to become a
teacher. Perhaps it is the indisputable
authority possessed by the hand that
wields the rules or the nonchallant display of wisdom on topics surrounded
by the most Inaccessible difficulties
o the Bmall boy and girl. They will
nearly always tell their ambitions to
a well liked teacher, and one rather
surprising declaration was given by a
little maid in one of Miss Clara Town-send'room before she became principal of the James school.
Among the special favors coveted
by the youngsters is the permission
to stay behind after school and clean
the blackboards. One evening a little
girl was given the desired privilege,
and while engaged In the task she
struck up a shy sort of conversation
Finally the
with Miss Townsend.
usual confession was made.
"When I grow up, I am going to be
a teacher," she announced.
"That so?" pleasantly asked Miss
Townsend. "And why do you want
to be a teacher?"
"Well," was the rather surprising
answer, "I'll have to be either a
teacher or a lady, and I would rather
be a teacher.'V Indianapolis News.
s

Am the erowera of broom com are erreat- ly dissatisfied with the price offered at
home for their broom corn, mkny of them
are. now shipping direct to Coyne Broth
ers, umcago, who are large Handlers or
broom corn on commission. This firm report their receipts so far this season
about 150 cars, most of which have been
old and returned for. Their financial
responsibility exceeds ($100 000) one hundred thousand dollars. They are a sufe
and reliable firm. They offer as reference Farmers' State Bank, Texhoma,
Bank,
Okla., and Central Exchange
Woodward, Okla. Other reference furnished on application. Coyne Bros.. I'M
W. South Water St., Chicago, 111. Adv.
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JUDGE

CURED,

I took about 6 boxes of Dodds Kid-

ney Pills for Heart Trouble from
which I had suffered for 5 years. I
had dizzy spells, my eyes puffed,
my breath
was
short and I had
chills and backache. I took the
pills about a year
ago and have had
no return of the
nalpitations. Am
now 63 years old,
able to do lots of
Judge Miller,
manual labor; am
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
1 found
Dodds Kidney Pills a1" yot
may publish this letter if you wish. I
am serving my third term as Probate
Yours truly,
Judge of Gray Co.
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron, Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller about
this wonderful remedy.
Dodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.

mm

Jack Rose May Aid Probe.
York, Jan.
7. "Bald
Jack"
Some spinsters are unhappy be-Rose, whose testimony helped send
Police Lieutenant Becker to the Sinn
Sing death house, may be a wltnest worry them.
before the extraordinary grand Jury
which is investigating charges of police graft here. The former gamblei
cam from Philadelphia today and con
fe'rrod with District Attorney Whit
man. Mr. Whitman did not deny thai
Rose might testify before the gram!
Jury cither tomorrow or Wednesday.
f Uto
New

0uat

Its Status.
"I am compiling a Pedicure manual."
"I suppose you have plenty of footnotes."
LEWIS' Single Binder cigar gives yon the
rich natural quality of good tobacco. Adv.
Pleasing Sounds.
"What Is more delightful than the
careless prattle of a child?" asked the
fond father?"
"Have you ever heard the rattle of a
train for which you had been waiting
nine hours at a lonely little station
750 miles from home?" replied the
traveling man.

ugly, srUzly. gray halra.
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Glad to smoke this pure old Virginia and
North Carolina bright leaf with its natural
tobacco taste. Aged and stemmed and then
granulated. Rolls easily, or tucks quickly into
the pipe.
And smokers are glad to get the free present coupons enclosed in each 5 sack. These
coupons tic good for a great variety of pleasing
cameras, talking machines, balls,
rrticlcs
f.kates, safety razors, china, furniture, toilet
articles, etc. Many things that will delight
old or young.
As

a special

offer,

8

during January and

February only, we will send our new illustrated catalog of these presents
FREE. Just send us

4

your name and address
on a postal.
In everv sack of Liggett
Myers Duke's Mixture
is one and a half ounces
of splendid tobacco and a
free present coupon.

lists?

Coupons from Duke's Mixturrmtij
he asiortrd ml tars ft"" !.OR?F
SHOE.J.T.,TlNSLEY'S NATURAL
LEAF, GRANGER TWIST, and coupons from FOUR ROSES ( lOrhn Amble
nvpon), PICK PLUG CUT. PIEDMONT CIGARETTES, CUX C1GA.
RETTES. and other tan or coupons
issued by us.

3S2s

Address

Crushing Rejoinder.
workman sat on a curb nursing an
injured foot which had been struck
by an iron casting which had fallen
from the top of a building.
"Did that big thing hit you?" asked
a sympathizing bystander.
The workman nodded.
"And is it Eolid Iron?"
"No." replied the victim, "half of It
is only lead."
Their Cinch.
"Guns have an easy job, haven't
they?"
"How do you mean?"
"They're
employed only to be
fired."

i
1
i

Premium Dept.

TA

St Louis. Mo.

A

HEART TROUBLE.

Adv.

Shopper's Cramp.
Simeon Ford, at a dinner of hotel
men in New York, discussed a new
disease.
"There's a new disease called shopper's cramp," he said ."It appears
early in December, becomes violently epidemic about the middle of the
month and ends sudilenlyon the evening of the 24th.
"Women feel shopper's cramp In
the arms, the limbs, everywhere; but
it attacks the husband only In one
place the pocket."

k:

Growers Shipping Broom Corn

"We dined out last evening. Pa disgraced us, as usual."
"How so."
"Got to the end of the dinner tarian?'
" 'Yes, sir, that Is correct,' he anwith three forks and two spoons still
unused."
swered.
" 'Then,' said I, 'you will probably
be shocked to learn that you have
SKIN ERUPTION ON CHEEK
Just eaten a live caterpillar with your

or five small pimples and In two or
three hours' time spread to the size of
a sliver dollar. It spread to her eye.
Then water would run from the pimples and wherever that touched It caused more sores until nearly all one
cheek and up her nostrils were one
solid sore. She was very fretful. She
certainly was a terrible looking child,
and nothing seemed to be of any ubo.
"Then I got some Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment. She tried to rub
off everything wo put on so that we
would sit and hold her hands for twp
hours at a time, trying to give the
medicine a chance to help her, but
after I washed it with Cuticura Soap
and then put on the Cuticura Ointment they seemed to soothe her and
she did not try to rub them off. It
was only a few daya before her face
was all healed up, and there has been
no return of the trouble since. We
thought that baby's face would surely
be scarred, but It Is not" (Signed)
Mrs. W. J. Cleland, Jan. 6, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of eacK
.
tree, with
Skin Book. Address
post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."

Doubly Glad is the Man Who Smokes

BROOSYl CORK

Both Vows Broken.
Apropos of the
fight against the Nobel prize award
to Dr. Alexis Carrel of the Rockefeller institute, Prof. Herbert Satterley
said the other day In Jacksonville:
"These antis contradict themselves
terribly when they try to prove that
animal research is useless and futile.
They just put themselves in the position of one of their number whom 1
met at my hotel the other day.
"As this anti was dining I bent forward and said to him:
" 'Pardon me, but you are, I believe,
both an
and a vege-

Kinsley, Mich. "Last May my
baby had a sore
thirteen months-olcome on her cheek. It started in four

1

Just what you need
after a hard day's work

UPTOLM'S
TEA
Sustains and cheers

.
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Take thn (Mil oumuard (ilUJVUS TAM'KI K'J
CJlil.i. 'JMNli:. Y;kj know what yon are taking.
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Many a 'young man is up with the

lark because he kept the lark awake
all night.

SAVE YOUR MONEY.
One box of Tutt'a Pill save many dollar! ln!oo
tor'a bills. A remedy for dlacaaea of the liver,
Ick headache, dyapepala, emit potion and)
biilousiw, a mil. Ion peopto endorse
I

Tuffs Fills
PATENTS
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BoYou Feel

This Wayf

Backache or Headache
Dragging Down Sensation
Nervous
Drains
Tenderness Low Down.

it

is because of some derangement or disease
distinctly feminine. Write Dr. li. V. Pierce's
Faculty at Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.
Consultation is free and advice is strictly ial

;

confidence.

Dr. Pierced

favorite Prescription

restores the health and spirits and removes those
painful symptoms mentioned above. It has been
cold by druggists for over 40 years, in fluid form,
at $1.00 per pottle, giving general satisfaction. It caa
now be had in tablet form, as modified by R.V. Pierce, M.D.
LjaiMHAMJM

SoldbyMod1clno Doalann or trial box

BSDH"liy moll on rooolpt

LA CREOLE"

HAIR ORS89INQ.

of HOo in tantjwj'

PRICE $I.OO, ratali.

WEST

BEWSTATPSfBOGRESS
NEW MEXICO ENJOY8 BEST
SON IN FARMING

ASHORE

THEY WANT NEW TARIFF IDEAS

NEW MEXICO

SEA-

wtern

Newapapar Union Ntwi Servlc.

Santa Fe. The first year of state-booin New "Mexico was marked by
the substantial progress that was expected to follow the unsettled conditions which prevailed for so long during the apparently endless and hopeIn
less contest for
spito of this struggle, the development for three or four years just before admission to the Union was
steady and continuous and furnished
a '.solid foundation for the Wore rapid
growth now in ovldence.
While the.inilux of homcReekers
was hardly so great during 1912 as in
the year before, transient and speculative elements were noticeable by
their absence and the development
along all Una has been of the permanent, Btaple, kind which never loses
ground. Wlldcattlhg In mining, irrigation or other lines of business has
not been in evidence;, many new and
strong banks have been founded;
business in all lines has had a healthy
tone, and, generally speaking, there
has. been no boom, no Inflation, no
exaggeration. The people In the state
and outside are gradually beginning to
realize to tho full the enormous possibilities which lie before bona fide
development; and that this is the kind
Of development New Mexico Is enjoying it plainly shown in both the cities
and rural districts.
The best year fqr the cattle business for fifteen years is the way the
cattlemen of New Mexico sum up the
situation in 1912.
The mohair industry, centered chiefly tn Grant and Sierra counties, made
noticeable strides and the number of
goals shows a substantial
increase.
Raising of hogs and poultry and dairy
cows lies Increased immensely.
New Mexico assumed her place in
the ' Union as a full fledged state; effected change from territorial to state
government without a Jar. Settled
down to definite program of upbuilding 'of tremendous undeveloped resources. Voted half million bonds for
good "roads and passed laws putting
goof roads campaign on effective
basis. Passed drainage district law
for "reclamation of .hundreds of thousands-of
;jfsfes of fertile land by
'.
drainage vv
Added thousands of acres to area of
agricultural land under cultivation.
Reduced
to practical basis
and added large tracts to area successfully farmed .with natural rainfall.
Inaugurated systematic improvement
of flow of 300 miles of Rio Grande.
Shipped 2,000,000 head of sheep and
lambs and realized approximately
from sheep and wool business.
Enjoyed 50 per cent better agricultural season than ever before. Completed preliminary construction on
Elephant Butte government reclamation project which will cost $10,000,-00Raised 6,572,000 bushels of
wheat, 1,804,000. bushels of oats and
74,000 bushels of barley. Millions of
dollars spent on new railway construction; one railway plant started
which will cost $1,500,000.
Inaugurated most enthusiastic and
effective municipal county and statewide publicity and boosting campaign
ever started in a new state. Increased
actual value of property $10,000,000,
making total actual value in sta,te
..more than, $500,000,000. Spent more
Vthan rl,obp,000
public school sys-- j
id biggest banking business In
lem.
tolstor-ji,SpeV'4iOO,000-onew
J
Demonstrated
enormous
'
possibilities of irrigation by pumping
from the underflow and added large
areas to land thus reclaimed. Became
one of the twelve leading copper
states of the Union, producing 94 per
cent of national output; produced
pounds of copper; gold and
silver , worth $3,000,000; 1,350,000
pounds ot lead and 14,000,00.1 pounds
of zinc, Made dairy feeding a permanent Industry. Ran first agricultural demonstration train through the
state, organized farmers' Institutes in
nearly every agricultural county and
organized boys and girls industrial
clubs.
t!
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Farmers' Week at State 8chool.
Preparations
are now
practically completed for Farmers'
week at the Agricultural college. The
Eoswell.

various departments are ready for
their work' and the college dormitories
are prepared to furnish accommodations to all that come. Farmers' week
takes the place of a State Farmers'
Institute with the additional advantage of the use of the equipment and
the assistance "of the entire agriculture faculty of the college. It affords
an opFrtultT t0T th most PrEreS
e
farmers of tie
stve and
tats to get together to talk over their
problemi end to both get and receive
kelp la sWni tbenu '.
wide-awak-

y
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SUGGESTION

Ways snd Means Committee to Open
Doors for Discussion of Rates
No Program Yet.

Union New Bervlr.

While loading his rifle, J. F. Quint-an- a
of Taos, accidentally shot his wife
in the foot.
Mrs. Page B. Otero, wife oMhe chief
deputy game warden, is back to Santl
Fe from California, where Bhe has
been since September.
Word from Pojoaque state that
Manuel Garcia, who was shot in a
brawl on the feast of Guadalupe, had
died from his wounds.
,
county
health
Dr. M. F. DesMarais,
not a case! of
of leer, says there-i- s
smallpox, mepslos or scarlet fovef on
the West Side at Laa Vegas.
P. H. Head of. Farmington pleaded
?uilty to the charge of burning the Du-- .
rango lumber yard, and has implicated
Ernest Westbrook as an accessory. "
While timbering operations are carried on on a large scale in New Mexico, there are vast areas of valuable
standing timber which have not been
touched.
The first building ever built in Ros-wcis being torn down to make way
for progress. This is a story and a
half abode, and will be replaced with
a brick building.
A movement is afoot at Las'Vegaa
to organize an automobile club on- - a
business basis to 'work in connection
with the local branch of the New Mexico Good Roads Association.
The case, of Fannie Collins, colored
charged for drawing a gun on Anna
Dickinson, colored, was tried In Judge
M. A. Wyatt's Police Court in Roswcll.
She was fined $50 and costs.
Mrs. Martha Fox Cutler Green died
at her home northeast of Las Vegas
after an Illness of three weeks. Mrs.
Green was the mother of fourteen
children, seven of whom survive her,
Jose Martinez was arrested at Las
Vegas on the complaint of his wife.
Tonita Martinez, who applied to
Judge D. R. Murray in the City Court
to have Martinez put under peace
bond.
J. D. Tinsley urges upon the dry
farmers of the state a consideration
of the Importance of taking advantago
of the moisture in the ground from tho
recent snows to break for next year's
crops.
The Santa Fe County Rural School
Exhibit, under the direction of County
School Superintendent John V. Conway,- will take place in Santa Fe on
February 21, in the Lecture Hall of
American Archaeology.
The state corporation' commission
lias just ordered the Santa Fe coast
lines to install as a maximum penalty
for cash fares aken on trains tha
sum of 35 cents instead of $2.60 as
was charged from Albuquerque to Gal-
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Trie liner Turrlalba, from Central America and West Indian porta, carrying 80. pasengers and a crew of 70, ran on a sand bar north of Atlantio
City during a heavy storm. The passengers were transferred In life boats
to the United 8tates derelict destroyer Seneca.
- ...

RECEIVES LARGE

BACK UP ON THE GAS QUESTION

TAFT

KANSAS
CITIANS
STIRRED
OVER THE MATTER.

Thousands of Persons Attend the New
Year's Day Reception at the
White House.

THRONG

ll

lup.

Sergeant John Beal, of the mounted
police, stationed at Deming, arrested
Todd Huston, a
Indian,
charging him with aggravated assault
cud battery. He was taken before a'
justice of the peace, and fined $28
and costs.
The flow of oil in the well' at tho
Maxwell farm, coupled with the report
of Geologist Fisher, who says the
chances- for gas at 800 feet are very,
good, has caused a number of Maxwell,
capitalists to discuss drilling a ' well
. ...
lor the town.
Their eyes almost bulging with surprise curiosity and amazement, conin '' the
been
victs ' who have
state penitentiary
at Santa F4
years witheighteen
over
for
out even a peep at the wonders of
the twentieth century, had a wonderful
"awakening" when moving pictures
were shown for the first time at the
prison. It was a striking scene, and
one long to be remembered by Warden McManus and his assistants, as
well as by the visitors, his guests.
W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the D. & R. G.
who has been a resident of Santa Fe
for the past four years, has tendered
his resignation to that cpmpany and
on January 1 accepted the position of
traveling freight and passenger agent
for the El Paso & South Southwestern, with headquarters at El Paso.
The announcement is made that
Professor John D. Tinsley, since 1910
agricultural
demonstrator ' for the
Santa Fe Railway Company in New
Mexico, with headquarters
In Albuquerque, will be transferred in the
spring to the territory covered by the
gulf system of the Santa Fe, with
headquarters at Temple, Tex.
Rev. Father Frnk Barnum. son of
the late P. T. Barnum, the famous
circus man, Is in Las Vegas, the guest
ot the Jesuit fathers at their establishment upon the West Side. Father
Barnum Is a member of the Jesuit or'
der. For many years he has been
stationed In Keyeer, Ireland, where he
ministered to tho spiritual wants of
a large congregation.
half-bree-
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WOULD LIKE
FROM PUBLIC.

HOU8E COMMITTEE

IN BRIEF

AND

Development Along All Line Permanent and Stable, and All Business
Enjoy Healthy Tone.

Wtern

STEAMSHIP

INDIAN

UP

Washington, D. C. Between 7,000
Kansas Natural Receivers to Ask That
ranging
and 8,000 Washlngtonians,
Order Be Revoked Would
from members of the most exclusive
Federal Judges.
circles of the national capital's soKansas City Conway F. Holmes and ciety to denizens of the
George F. Sharritt, two of the rethe White House New Year'i
ceivers of the Kansas Natural Gas day to shake hands probably for the
Company, have Issued a statement to last time with President Taft.
the public in which they announced
The line of callers began to form
their intention of asking Judge John early In the morning, and the recepC. Pollock of the federal court to set tion lasted until the middle of the
aside his order of December 30, per- afternoon. The callers passed into
mitting an Increase in the price of the White House grounds at the east
gas.
gate, and into the White House
Ignoring the announcement of the thfbugh the special "executive" enreceivers that they will ask for a trance, which is thrown open to the
withdrawal of the order to increase public only once a year. They were
the price of natural gas at 31 cents carefully but Inconspicuously exama thousand cubic feet, the mayor and ined by a squad of secret service men
council of Kansas City, Mo., carried who are always on guard near the
through their program and demanded president. Two more government dean investigation by Congress of the tectives stood beside the chief execuconduct of Judge John C. Pollock and tive.
Judge A. S. Van Valkenburgh of the
Both hefnrn nnd afto iha "uon.
federal district court.
eral" reception the president received
Openly defying Judge John C. Pol- me army ana navy officers, diplomats
lock to send them to Jail lfor contempt and others who came, gorgeously atof court, the" city commissioners of tired, to pay their respects to the
Kansas City, Kan., adopted a motion chief executive.
calling for the appointment of a committee to prefer impeachment charges
against the federal judge for making TREATY WITH RUSSIA EXPIRES
the recent gas order.
Commerce Between That Country and
the United States Placed In
GIRL OF 9 DIES AFTER ATTACK
of Uncertainty.
lm-pea-

Washington. The first stage In the
program for downward revision of the
tariff, promised by the Democratic
party, will be entered uipon when the
house of representatives, through Its
committee on ways and means, will
open the doors to the American public for the discussion of tariff rates,
protection to industries and concessions to the "ultimate consumer."
The work will be preparatory to the
first change of tariff duties since 1909,
when the Payne-Aldrlc- b
Law was enacted by a Republican Congress, and
approved by a Republican president.
Fortified by the election of a Democratic president and congress, the
adoption of a tariff reduction plank
at the Baltimore convention and the
pronouncement of President-elec- t
Wilson that tariff revision is to be the
first big achievement' of the new administration, Democratic leaders will
open the hearings confident that they
will lead to an early change .in many,
if not all, of the schedules of the
V
existing tariff law.
The method of the approaching revision, and the extent of the changes
to be made In the present duties, are
points n", settled by the Democratic
leaders In congress and. presidentelect Wilson.
It Is known that reduced duties on
chemical, metal, cotton and woolen
goods will follow closely the standard
fixed by the bills which have passed
the Democratic house In the last two
years, none of which has become law.
The facts to be brought out at the
public hearings this month and the
conferences to follow between President Wilson and the bouse and senate leaders may, however, result In
Important modifications of the big reductions the house has put Into some
of the bills of the last two years.
FUNERAL

OF

WHITELAW

REID

Impressive Services Are Held at the
Cathedral of" St. John the Divine, New York.

New York. Funeral services for
Whitelaw Reid, late ambassador to
England, who died in London, were
hel at the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine here. The ceremony was moBt
impressive and among those attending were President Taft, many members of the diplomatic corps in Washington and others prominent in pub-li- e
life.
Bishop
Greer officiated and was asWashington, D.
the expiration of the Russian treaty of 1832 sisted by Rev. Dr. William M.
dean of the cathedral, who was
the commerce between that country
and the United States, estimated at one of Mr. Reld's closest friends for
about $50,000,000 annually. Is placed many years. Mr. Reid was a parishIn a position of uncertainty amounting ioner formerly In the Church of the
Incarnation, over which Dr. Grosvenor
to jeopardy.
No formal or informal understand- used to preside.
ing between the two governments
looking toward the continuance and A HOIST BALKS AND THREE DIE
regulation of this international trade,
has been made since the treaty abrogation by President Taft, and.lt Is Miners Wait 180 Feet Under Ground,
After Setting Dynamite, Till
learned thart. the whole matter will fee
Explosion Comes.
left for the action of the Incoming
Wilson administration.
Joplln,' Mo. Imprisoned 180 feet
below the surface In the Imperial
FOUR CHILDREN
IN ONE YEAR mine, near here, three men counted
the passing seconds us the holster-ma- n
Iowa Woman Presents Husband With
labored feverishly to place the
balking machinery .in operation to
Two Sets of Twins Within
draw them out before fifty-fiv- e
charges
Twelve Months.
of dynamite exploded. The holster-ma- n
Des Moines, Iowa. For the second
lost in the race, the fuses
time within a year twins were borr burned down to the caps and tons of
to Mr. and Mrs. John A. Klemm here dirt and rock from the side of the
Klemm, who Is secretary-treasure- r
ol drifts were hurled upon the waiting
a brick company, takes occasion tc men.
express his contempt for the "high
The dead are Victor Fisher of Webb
cost of living" bogey.
City and Elmer Smith and Henry
January 23, 1912, twin girls wer Fickle of Joplln.
born to Mr. and Mrs. Klemm. Thit
time the stork brought two
boys. Mrs. Klemm formerly was Mist DOCTOR SAVED BY A REPORTER
Agnes Rose, employed in a clerical
position on a local newspaper.
Denver Physician Planned Suicide,
But Was Talked Out of It by
Newspaper Man.
A Fall Injured George Ade.
Lafayette, Ind. George Ade, th
Denver, Colo. A letter received by
humorist and playwright, while walk
ing on a slippery sidewalk, fell and the city editor of a Denver paper
was rendered unconscious. He wai states that the writer, Dr. George
taken in an ambulance to the home ol Cates, would be dead by his own hand
Judge Henry Stinton, where he bad before the missive reached Us destination. A reporter was' sent to the
been visiting.
address given in the note and found)
Cates fumbling with an ' automatic
Coast Storm Kills Ten Men.
piBtol, the mechanism of which he
San Diego, Cal. Three coasting didn't understand. The reporter perlaunches were driven ashore on the suaded him to give up the piBtol and
lower California coast, near Point ol abandon his attempt at suicide.
Rocks, about 15 miles south of San
Diego, and ten men probably were
Badger Succeeds Osterhaus.
drowned.
Norfolk, Va. Command of the great
Atlantio fleet of the United States
Elgin, Ok., Banker Killed In Runaway. navy changed bere when the blue
Lawton, Ok. A. L. McPherson of flag of Rear Admiral Charles J. Badthe Bank of Elgin, Elgin, OU., was ger was run upon the flagship, rekilled eight miles west of Elgin In a placing the flag of Rear Admire! Hugo
runaway accident. Partienlara f tho Osterhaus, who has directed .the sea
aStideot have not been obtained here. fighters ilnoo June, 1911,
v.
Po-slti-

Angry Citizens of Keifer, Okla., May
Lynch the Assailant of a .
Child.
Tulsa, Ok. Ella Brown, nine years
died of injuries suffered when
she was attacked and beaten into insensibility by an unidentified man
near home at Keifer., Two men are
under arrest at Keifer and a mob of
more than one hundred men has assembled about the town jail awaiting
the return of a posse searching the
surrounding country for her assailant. It is feared there will be a
lynching.
The child was found a quarter of a
mile from her home in a dying condition.

old,

McCARTY
Al

WAS

AN EASY

WINNER

Palzer, the Iowa Giant, Defeated
by Miseourlan In Eighteenth
Round at Los Angeles.

Los Angeles, Cal. Luther McCarty
of Springfield, Mo., shattered the
heavy weight championship ambitions
of Al Palzer, the Iowa giant, in the
Vernon arena. For nearly eighteen
rounds he used the huge frame of the
Iowan as a punching bag.
The middle of the eighteenth round
found Palzer staggering blindly about
under a volley of lefts to his battered
face and when Referee Charles Eyton
walked between the men and hoisted
the right hand of the smiling cowboy
pugilist the decision was received
with cheers.
Three-Year-Ol-

Child

d

St Joseph,

Killed.

The
son of John W. Hodges, a farmer
near Mercer, Mo., was accidentally
kllfed while playing with a gun at
the family home. The child undertook to drag a shotgun from under a
bed, when it was discharged and the
top of his bead was torn off.
Mo.

;

Taft

three-year-ol-
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Will Not Name Cbethals.

Washington, D. C. President Taft
definitely told Senator Brandegee of
o
Connecticut, chairman of" the
canal committee, that he
would not send to the Senate - the
nomination of Col Geo. W. Goethals
as civil governor ot the Panama
Canal Zone.
inter-oceanl-
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